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Va Pue seeks to inform and entertain its read-
ers, and is managed and nearly entirely writ-
ten by PCVs in Nicaragua.  The editors of Va 

Pue wield their power with gusto, standing as 
bulwarks against the onslaught of grammatical 
travesties levied against the English language, 
but the editors are ever forgiving, too, happily 

accepting contributions so long as they may 
be published without endangering anyone’s 

safety.  

With so noble a mission and enlightened an 
editorial team, you might wonder who would 
be the Debbie Downer that refuses to agree 

with whatever is said on these pages.  But life 
being life, ever mysterious, and capricious 

about lending us its unquestioning endorse-
ment, we are compelled to say that the views 

within are solely of the authors who wrote 
them (that seems natural).  As this implies, 
such views are not the Peace Corps’ nor the 

U.S. Government’s.     

Why you should care 
that we’re on

    »Debates!
    »Archived Issues!
    »Insider Travel Tips!
    »PCV Blogs & Pics!

D i s c l a i m e r

facebook.com/groups/180250952088737/
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feature

Volunteer
    Spotlight: Boaco

One CASA 
      MATERNA

Tell me if you’ve heard this one before: So a maternal health volun-
teer, environmental volunteer, and small business volunteer walk 
into a Casa Materna and take one look at the dirty, dilapidated 

patio space — what happens next?

Elizabeth Malenk (MCH55), Gregory Purifoy (ENV54), and Kelli Stam 
(SBD56) know the answer. This trio of Boaceños has just wrapped up a 
cross-sectoral project with their Casa Materna that captures Peace Corps 
buzz phrases like “multi-faceted” and “community engaging” better than 
any PACA guide could. 

“It Started as a Pipe Dream”
Like all great volunteer projects, the idea was born when Liz saw a need 

of the women she worked with not being met. Funding at the Boaco, Boaco 
Casa Materna is limited, and in their final weeks of pregnancy, the women 
were receiving virtually no fruits and vegetables in their diet.  “The plan to 
grow a vegetable garden started as a pipe dream, but as I talked about it 
with my sitemates, we got encouraged to improve the patio in other ways 
too, and the energy got rolling.”

For example, Kelli took one look at the dilapidated garage-like structure 
in the Casa Materna’s patio, recognized the women’s need for exercise, 
and saw a potential yoga studio. Greg noticed that the women’s stove’s 
inefficiency was not only costing them more in leña, but was also forcing 

them to breathe harmful smoke during their pregnancies.  Together they 
started planning a complete renovation/education project to revamp the 
unused patio space for the women, while also involving and educating 
them and other members of the community about many cross-sectoral 
topics. 

The volunteers presented the idea to MINSA in February then applied 
for VAST funds in March to cover the budget. They received help in the 
form of loaned garden tools from the Alcaldia and other non-monetary 
support from MINSA. “To help with labor, we involved local third-year 
students who received credit as part of their gardening class as well as 
young YMCA volunteers interested in the project,” said Liz. “In the end 
there were people involved from all parts of the community.” 

As the renovation plans for the space developed, so did the educa-
tional side of the endeavor. “With the VAST funds, we were planning 
to incorporate HIVaids education into the project, but we kept seeing 
opportunities to educate the two groups — the youth volunteers and the 
pregnant women — on all of the topics involved in the renovation of the 
space,” said Kelli. “In my pre-Peace Corps life I was such a planner, but 
the excitement of this project came in watching new ideas present them-
selves throughout the process and we just went with them.”

An extra-special mother’s day
PCVs Elizabeth Malenk MCH55, Gregory Purifoy 

ENV54, and Kelli Stam SBD56, celebrate the 
unveiling of their newly revitalized Casa Materna 
patio space with the many community members 

who were involved.

gets the Cross-Sectoral Treatment
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Education: More Charlas than a Friday in Pre-
Service Training

Coming from her health sector background, Liz began the edu-
cational portion of the undertaking by creating charlas on HIVaids 
prevention and awareness, which were given to both the pregnant 
women and youth volunteer groups.  Next she developed charlas on 
nutrition to promote eating more fruits and vegetables.

On the environmental side, Greg developed a series of charlas on 
gardening maintenance, how to create compost, organic and inor-
ganic trash, and trash’s long-term effects.  Greg will later be giving 
charlas on how to operate the newly built improved stove and how t0 
take advantage of its low fuel needs.  

Kelli assisted in the garden maintenance charlas and developed a 
weekly yoga class exclusively for the pregnant women to stress the 
importance of fitness. Finally, Kelli and Liz developed educational 
“welcome kits” for new arrivals to the Casa Materna that include 
information from all of the charlas, as well as breastfeeding, family 
planning and birthing warning signs. The packets have been lami-
nated and bound so women can read through them at their leisure 
then pass them along to future residents.

Renovation: Extreme Casa Materna Makeover
The renovation aspect of the undertaking started with the garden. 

The youth volunteers were divided into two teams,  each working 
one day a week for four weeks. The kids spent March and April doing 
heavy trash clean-up, creating a compost pile, hauling in new soil and 
rocks from a nearby river and planting seeds. Crops planted included 
okra, chiltoma, cebolla, edamame, zanahoria, pipian and guardabar-
ranco fruit trees.  After each workday the kids received one of the 
educational charlas, which the pregnant women would then receive 
the following week. 

Next the group tackled the dilapidated garage-like structure.  They 
engaged a few local community members who were willing to work 
with their budget to pour a concrete floor, build a path and stairs, re-
move the plywood walls for better air circulation and paint it a bright 
green color. “The studio space can now hold up to 10 women 

at a time and is used as a tranquil area for yoga classes, relaxation, 
and charlas,” said Liz.

The final step was the construction of an INKAWASI stove 
designed with a small combustion hole to minimize heat loss and 
fuel needs.  “Since the women must purchase their own leña to cook 
on the stove, they will see a significant improvement,” stated Greg. 
“We are also building a chimney and a roof extension to channel the 
smoke away from them and protect them from the rain.” Greg, who 
is working with the NGO Alcance Nicaragua on a large-scale stove 
project, contracted his counterpart and friend, Ricardo Rivera, to 
help with the logistics and construction. 

You Know It’s Bad When You’re In Nicaragua 
and There Are No Bugs

But as with any project, even the best made plans can’t foresee ev-
ery hurdle. Although these three PCVs weren’t naive to the problems 
of trash pollution in Nicaragua, they all reported being deeply affected 
while realizing the magnitude of it within their small garden space. 

“I had seen trash before but I had not seen the firsthand effect of it 
until we spent weeks digging deep into the earth only to find layers 
and layers of plastic bottles, needles, and trash,” said Kelli. “We have 
all read about how long it takes for trash to decompose, but it was 
heartbreaking to experience it first hand and see the reality of how 
important it is to take care of Mother Earth.”  

“The piece of land was so completely destroyed, not even bugs or 
worms were living in it,” added Liz.  It was even more frustrating to 
watch how deeply engrained the indifferent attitude towards trash 
was in many of the youth. “After weeks of work and lectures from 
Greg about the importance of protecting the environment, we still 
witnessed kids throwing their fresco bags on the patio. We were 
shocked, but realized we needed to work even harder to show them 
the connection of how these lessons apply to them.”

Antes Después
The garage-like structure was 
rotting and unusable.

A tranquil garden now 
welcomes the women
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Okra 
& chiltoma

When the Pipian Pokes Through, You Know 
You’ve Made It 

Even with everyone’s hard work, the project’s success still didn’t 
seem like a sure-thing as no one knew if such contaminated soil 
could be revitalized.  Both Liz and Kelli agree that one of the made-
it-all-worth-it moments of the undertaking was when the first sprigs 
of pipian started popping up. “It was amazing to see the seedlings 
growing and know our cleanup efforts were worth it,” said Liz.

Another highlight came when the studio floor was filled with a 
patchwork quilt of colorful yoga mats and Kelli led her first class. 
“These women were curious to try the exercise, but we were so 
encouraged when everyone wanted to finish the class and keep 
participating,” said Kelli. “Yoga has changed my life, but I had never 
taught yoga to others before. It was a beautiful thing to be able to 
share something so personal for me.“

On Mother’s Day this year, Liz, Kelli, and Greg were able to 
remember the obstacles overcome and celebrate with everyone who 
was involved in the Casa Materna project at a special opening event 
held in the garden. In attendance were 75 MINSA staff, students, 
teachers, ACJ volunteers, pregnant women, host families, fellow 
PCVs, friends, and PC staff from Managua. “It was incredible that ev-
eryone came who we wanted to honor and thank for being involved. 
It was powerful to feel that spirit of so many people we had engaged 
from across the community to make this a better experience for the 
women,” said Kelli.

Oh Yeah, and That Sustainability Thing

With the garden now growing and the cast of residents always ro-
tating, the next challenge for these volunteers is making their project 
sustainable. “We are working to find interested youth — such as our 
YMCA volunteers — to do the garden and studio maintenance that is 
too heavy for the pregnant women,” said Kelli. 

To continue the educational aspects of the program, Kelli is inter-
ested in training Nicaraguan women in heading the yoga classes after 
she finishes service, and Liz will be training the manager of the Casa 
Materna so she can give the same charlas to future residents using 
their welcome kits as a guide.

And as far as advice for other volunteers who would be interested 
in starting a similar project in their sites? “Be prepared to attempt 
every step 10 times before it finally works, “ suggested Liz, “and be 
organized and ready to motivate team members even when interest 
wanes. It is so important to engage as many community members as 
possible.”

After all, when this maternal health volunteer, environmental vol-
unteer and small business volunteer walked into their Casa Materna 
on a revitalization mission, they certainly couldn’t have made their 
venture as successful without the support of so many.

Liz giving an HIVaids charla

Liz displays the ‘welcome kit’

Greg & youth volunteers

Constructing the stove

a VINE Photo Contest entry. 
No estoy demasiado joven para 

eso.
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po'try

the gathered
people in streets
gather for poetry

i’m here too

must be
one

of those people

guess we are all
just people
gathered

for something

- chalin’ aswell. sbd fifty-six.

A proper dose of 
po'try: 

una voz para vos.
Living in Nicaragua has made us poetic. There’s a little Rubén Darío in all of us. 
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po'try

May 16, mid-morning  
reflections from a semi-shaded bench, 

Dipilto Viejo.

 I.
                   Waiting for the bus a slew of motorcycles flew by.  
 Only two had 2 riders… I wanted to run
 - like all kids who bolt outside to watch the hogs on 
                   parade after them, “Take me with you! I’m ready for an 
                   adventure!”
 At least they honked for us…
 acknowledging the suppressed urge to chase
 their leather heels.

 II.
 the guy who works at the alcaldía…
 the one with the boxy moto
  and sparkly blue helmet
 the one who rides to work 
  with a cigarette slung between his lips…
 He’s lost in time…
  was meant for 1970s USA;
  white disco pants
  and roller skates
  with wheels the color of his helmet
 only, he doesn’t know it yet.

Angie Kanter, HLS55

 III.
                    The sound beneath the feet
 of campesinos bajando the sandy subida
 fills the air  
  ..blue sky, cotton clouds swollen with Nim bud 
                     perfume, like honeysuckle in its sweetness..
 with rhythms of rustic percussion 
  souls of restless stones jumping inside 
  their dried gourd cárcel
 They’re building,  re-building
   la casita at the side of the 
   Panamericana
   It was dilapidated and old,
   but they’re fixing that now-
 compact mud block upon compact mud and bamboo.
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po'try

Sports as Art: 
Boxing 

Max Mendez-Beck 
TEFL54

Boxing is poetry, 
it can be as short as a round, 

as long as an epic. 
 

The studied fighter 
enters the ring, 

a problem to tackle. 
 

Each jab a calculated word,
meant to prod.

Hesitations, investigations,
searching, slow unearthing.

A combination like a stanza,
each punch a different line,

body shots, haymakers, upper cuts,
missing, landing, missing, landing.

One gets past your conscious enclosure,
knocks you down,
knocks you out.

An intellectual discovery;
bashed to a bloody pulp.
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My mouth is full
Of acid and bile.

To go to bed without washing up
Would be absolutely vile.

Coming to the sink,
I turn the knob and to my dismay

Nothing comes out-
The water se fue.

Here, at this moment,
The realization comes clear.
That if this were a flush toilet

The situation would be severe.
Think comrades,

What mess I would be in
Having all that explosion come out

In a shallow unflushable bin.

Picture, dear comrades-
After that first round,
My head in the toilet;

The sight and smell profound.
The mixing together of

Puke and sh*t
The quantity, most likely

Would barely fit.

But that luckily was not the case
No need to echar the water.
Into the deep hole it went
Without trouble or bother.

With a water bottle
My mouth I clean,

Calmly go back to bed
To sleep soundly and serene

No running water, no flush, just a hole-
How can it be compared to that appalling toilet bowl?

My comrades, there is no contest with the latrine 
The reasons are easily seen

To why in Nicaragua, it hails supreme!

No running water, no flush, just a hole-
How can it compare to the preferred toilet bowl?

Well my comrades, I am here to defend the noble latrine
With a story of the night of how I became keen

To why in Nicaragua, it hails supreme.

3a.m., wake, stomach on fire,
Flames trying to break out.
4a.m., still I lay mind racing,

Knowing I am down for the count.
Little fingernails scraping the inside,

Doubling me over in pain.
Oh God, something is coming
Faster than a speeding train!

I make a run for it,
To open each door a fight.

But finally I’m outside,
The latrine is in sight!

Am I going to make it?
My stomach has already dropped

Photo finish-
Just get there with a flop!

Explosion!
The flood gates to my bowels release!
Constant stream of fecal matter that

Never seems to cease.
Yet it finally ends

My ordeal is through,
But when I reach the house

Here comes round two!

Explosion!
But this time not from the back!

A constant stream of that night’s dinner
Vomited into the black.
Into the latrine’s void

Everything in my body went.
I’m leaning up against the zinc wall.

I’m completely spent.

po'try

Ode to the Latrine 
Anonymous
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Pantoum of the Peace Corps      
Volunteer  
Lauren Spigel, MCH55

You know you’re a Peace Corps Volunteer when
you wait for someone to show up but “fijese que…”

and on the way back you get hollered at by untrustworthy men.
But still you truck on until the next day.

 
You wait for someone to show up but fijese que
she forgot to tell you she was comprometida.

But still you truck on. Until the next day,
when you give a charla about VIH/sida

 
and one girl that is comprometida

realizes her hombre has another mujer.
When you gave the charla about VIH/sida,

her eyes spoke to you, though she didn’t dare
 

por pena. When an hombre has another mujer
there’s only so much a Volunteer can do.

Their eyes speak to you, though they don’t dare
disclose their secrets; it’s best if no one knew.

 
There’s only so much a Volunteer can do

to integrate into the fabric of a community.
You could disclose your secrets, but it’s best if no one knew

of your own small eccentricities.
 

To integrate into the fabric of a community,
must you wipe yourself clean of all that was you?

Of your own small eccentricities,
it’s likely they already knew

 
you were different. You could give up, but you truck on instead. 

You know you’re a Peace Corps Volunteer when
you feel a wave of acceptance wash over your head,

but on the way back, you still get hollered at by untrustworthy men.

You know you’re a Peace Corps Volunteer when...

10-word book review:
The Wind-Up Bird Chronicle: A Novel (1998), 
by Haruki Murakami
Vivid story, abstract (see: semi-disappointing) 
ending, still definitely worth reading.
Marcus Degen, AG56

10-word book review:
Rip it Up and Start Again: Postpunk 1978-1984 
(2006), by Simon Reynolds
A love letter: “Without weird music, life would 
be meaningless.” 
Marcus Degen, AG56

po'try
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Colores

 Negro, extendido en el cerro como una sábana de 
muerte, como la sombra de una nube siempre arriba.  En la noche, 
éste mismo color, en vez de mostrar los límites de la vida, nos mues-
tra las posibilidades de vida infinita.

 Rojo, amarillo, colores capaces de pasar por la niebla de 
polvo sobre el suelo.  La puesta de sol nos saluda, compartiendo con 
nosotros sus rayas, preciosas y afiladas, que entran a los ojos como 
una inundación de fuego líquido.  
 

 Café, el color de la muerte y el desastre.  Remolinos de 
polvo rascan el suelo desnudo como uñas en la pizarra, sacando los 
nutrientes y tirándolos entre el cielo celeste y nuestros ojos rojos.

 Verde, la indicación de vida, nos recuerda que somos 
sólo un engranaje en la máquina que hace  girar el mundo.
Como el árbol que nace en la casa destruida o la tabla que se usa 
para construir una nueva, los colores participan en una lucha con-
stante.  Vemos esta lucha bella cuando la luna oscurece el día y el sol 
ilumina la noche o cuando el mar azul da besos fugaces a una costa 
de arenisca roja.          

Poemas por Justin Bleiler 
ENV54, El Tololar, León

po'try
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Las aves del paraíso
Como una banda de chavalos chismosos,

Los chocoyos se ven paseando y platicando,
A ningún destino predecible,

Volando con alas inseguras y corazones fuertes.

Las centinelas, 
Quedan silenciosas y miserables en su percha, 

Mirando el mangal que ya no existe, 
En la lluvia desconocida que traerá vida nueva. 

El guardabarranco, 
Un acróbata, cubierto con un traje de ámbar, turquesa, y vidrio volcánico, 

Usa su bastón inestimable, 
Para bailar la cuerda floja.

Su canto escapa de un lugar profundo,
Como un sonido gutural y oscuro, 

Más parecido a lo de una rana,
Que a lo de una criatura tan magnífica.

Su casa terrestre es humilde,
Encontrada entre los caminos hundidos,

Pero su gracia en el aire, 
Trae a la mente un piloto experto.

Sus movimientos, una muestra de caligrafía, 
Como un artista, hábil y gracioso,

Escribe con su lapicero azul un sin número de sus cursivas, 
En la hoja natural que no nos permitimos ver.

Y el mundo  
verde se nos escapa 

un día más

En estos días pesados, 
Cuando el aire es masa,
La amenaza de lluvia,  
Se acepta con gracia.

El cielo quiere estornudar,
Quitándose el polvo caído,

Lo cual es nieve negra,
Que el verano ha traído.

Los truenos distantes,
Nos indican el intento,

Pero el estornudo arisco, 
Se acerca muy lento.

A pesar de la sed, 
Del tamarindillo,
La planta tendrá,

Que beber el rocío.

po'try
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Las aves del paraíso
Como una banda de chavalos chismosos,

Los chocoyos se ven paseando y platicando,
A ningún destino predecible,

Volando con alas inseguras y corazones fuertes.

Las centinelas, 
Quedan silenciosas y miserables en su percha, 

Mirando el mangal que ya no existe, 
En la lluvia desconocida que traerá vida nueva. 

El guardabarranco, 
Un acróbata, cubierto con un traje de ámbar, turquesa, y vidrio volcánico, 

Usa su bastón inestimable, 
Para bailar la cuerda floja.

Su canto escapa de un lugar profundo,
Como un sonido gutural y oscuro, 

Más parecido a lo de una rana,
Que a lo de una criatura tan magnífica.

Su casa terrestre es humilde,
Encontrada entre los caminos hundidos,

Pero su gracia en el aire, 
Trae a la mente un piloto experto.

Sus movimientos, una muestra de caligrafía, 
Como un artista, hábil y gracioso,

Escribe con su lapicero azul un sin número de sus cursivas, 
En la hoja natural que no nos permitimos ver.

The first time I read an article about VAST 
funds, I thought it was referring to a LOT of 
money. Other than being slightly turned off 

by what I thought was the author’s unprofessional 
exclamation—all caps? Are you seriously that 
excited?—I assumed so much money would be hard 
to access, so I put the possibility of pursuing a project 
out of mind.  During one of my group’s ISTs, however, 
I learned otherwise: funds are accessible and VAST 
actually stands for Volunteer Activities Support 
and Training ― project types which receive funding 
through PEPFAR (President’s Emergency Plan for 
AIDS Relief).   

“But I don’t work in health,” you might say, “this 
doesn’t pertain to me.”  But you’d be wrong!  In fact, 
I recently joined the HIVaids* Taskforce in part to 
eliminate any hesitance on the part of non-health 
volunteers about using VAST funds to do HIV-related 
projects.  Any volunteer may apply for VAST funds, 
and in Nicaragua, there have been project proposals 
made by every sector.  Below are a few examples, plus 
a few facts about VAST.

Funding Parameters

» Projects must include an HIV theme but need 
not focus on that alone.
» Up to $1000 may be requested for any project.
» Community involvement for the project must be 
clearly demonstrated.
» Community contribution must be 25% of the 
total budget.
» All necessary documents are on Sharepoint.

There are still plenty of funds out there waiting for projects 
and the process is very straightforward!

Project Examples

Nishant Kishore, HLS55 – Nueva Segovia
Network of health promoters in the 
population of farmers 

During harvest season, large groups of migrant 
workers work in and move through the farms in 
Nishant's region.  This mobile population has been 
shown to be at high risk for HIV transmission. With 
the help of MINSA, he organized and led a two-day 
workshop, which trained both technicians from all 
the local cooperatives and farmers they work with as 
health promoters, so that they could present the basic 
HIVaids charlas on their own farms. Nishant followed 
up with visits to farms to ensure that the newly trained 
health promoters were following through and that the 
quality of the education had not changed.  VAST funds 
were mainly spent on food and materials.

Why VAST funds 
are an even 
bigger deal 
than you 
think
Nishant Kishore, HLS55

updates

*Say, why do you say HIVaids 
instead of HIV/AIDS?

B/c HIV and aids are different from 
each other (HIV, the virus and aids, 
the syndrome the virus ultimately 
causes), and many think that 
making one all CAPS and the other 
lower case will help remind people 
of that.
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Martin do Nascimento, TEFL54 – R.A.A.S.
Murals

Martin just finished a VAST project in Kukra 
Hill, where he combined HIVaids training with art/
muralism training to paint two huge murals with 30+ 
youth about HIVaids prevention as well as stigma 
and discrimination. VAST money paid for paint, 
refrigerios, and the transportation and housing of a 
mural trainer who stayed throughout the duration of 
the 3-week project. 

Check the video: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=q1GpktBR9-A&feature=g-upl 

Tara Scheuer, HLS55 – León
Workshop on stigma and discrimination

In Tara's site, every MINSA nurse is being trained 
regarding stigma, discrimination, and HIV. In order 
to train all 480 nurses of the hospital, a workshop 
was designed and implemented every Wednesday 
for 3 months, using VAST funds for refrigerio. The 
workshop included two sections. The first explored 
stigma and discrimination, especially as it occurs 
in the health sector. Then, a theater group dressed 
as clowns kept things alive with an educational yet 
humorous bit about discrimination, HIV, and first aid. 
The second section explores in detail Ley 238 (Ley 
de promoción, protección, y defensa de los derechos 
humanos ante el SIDA,) and how it applies to the work 
of a nurse. Pre- and post-tests were used to measure 
the efficacy of the taller.

Nelson Patterson, HLS55 – Chinandega
Workshops and advice on HIVaids, 
leadership, human rights

In Chinandega there are many MARPs (Most At 
Risk Populations), which Nelson has been trying to 
reach and educate. He has had the opportunity to 
work with an association of commercial sex workers 
called Girasol. With the involvement of Girasol and 
the international NGO Medicos del Mundo, which 
works in Chinandega, Nelson has helped to train and 
create a network of sex worker leaders who are able to 
educate other sex workers on important topics such as 
HIVaids, leadership, and universal human rights, as 
well as other topics of interest for the women. Nelson's 
first VAST project was done in November to organize 
a graduation ceremony for the sex worker leaders 
who participated in monthly workshops for a year. 

Many of the women who participated had not finished 
primary or secondary school. The ceremony was a 
joyful experience as they went through a training 
process and were able to accomplish something very 
important and receive a diploma. 

Another VAST project that Nelson will complete 
in August is for the women who graduated last year 
to train new sex workers, focusing on the topics of 
HIVaids, STIs, and gender. As these leaders now have 
the power and capabilities to train others, they will 
be the main facilitators in the three-day workshop. 
The VAST funds will be used to pay for lunch and 
refrigerios for the women, as well as to pay the leaders 
for their facilitation.

Mary Miller, AG53 and Thayer Rosenberg, 
HE52 – Chinandega 
Family Gardens

Mary Miller and Thayer Rosenberg created family 
gardens in Santo Tomas del Norte, Chinandega.  The 
families selected to participate in the project all had 
at least one person living with HIV; the goal of the 
project was to provide food security for HIV-positive 
patients. The families received fencing and materials 
needed for an irrigation system, as well as materials 
they used to create their own natural fertilizer and 
seeds.  Each family learned how to set up and use the 
irrigation system so that even during the dry season 
they would have a source of food and vegetables. 
While the intention of the project was to provide food 
security for HIV-positive people, they found that 
the families also gained a sense of support and the 
members' self-esteem rose.

For further information or any 
assistance with possible projects: 
don’t hesitate to get in touch 
with the HIVaids Taskforce: 
hivaids.pcni@gmail.com

For more cool videos: 
check out: http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=q1GpktBR9-A

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q1GpktBR9-A&feature=g-upl
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q1GpktBR9-A&feature=g-upl
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q1GpktBR9-A&feature=g-upl
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q1GpktBR9-A&feature=g-upl
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GUIA
Your GUIA Committee is hard at work putting together Nica-
ragua’s first annual Camp GLOW (Girls Leading Our World)!  
Camp GLOW will be an opportunity for young women 
throughout Nicaragua to come together in an encouraging 
environment and learn skills that will help them think beyond 
traditional gender roles and forge bright futures for them-
selves.  During the four day Camp, participants will take part 
in a series of workshops that will address topics such as goal 
setting, decision-making, money-management, career and 
family planning, critical thinking, and reproductive health.  We 
hope Camp GLOW will provide young girls with a judgment-
free space where they can learn how to make healthy choices 
in their own lives and be leaders in their local communities. 

To make this possible, we need your help!  We would love to 
hear your suggestions for possible Nicaraguan speakers or ses-
sion leaders as well as any content or activity ideas.  What do 
you think is important for the young girls in your community 
to hear?  Please send ideas and feedback to guia.nica@gmail.
com.  Camp GLOW will be held during the summer break in 
January.  Keep an eye out for the call for applicants and more 
information in the months to come! 

VINE Pen Pals
The VINE Pen Pal exchange is pushing the envelope!! Am I 

right?!?! 
With over 10 registered pairs of over 20 PCVs swapping 

letters back and forth between classes of theirs in both Primary 
and Secondary Schools, we’re hoping to spread the cross-cul-
tural love and expand the number of exchanges for the second 
semester of 2012. 

Are you brave enough to promote cross-cultural awareness? 
Write to us VINE.PCNI@gmail.com and we’ll hook you up 
with another interested PCV.

One Love,
The VINE

     Pen pals writing away in VINE's exchange

A VINE Photo from Catarina, looking out over 
Laguna de Apoyo and distant Granada

updates
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Unmanned Drone Attacks

The use of unmanned drone aircraft to bomb suspected 
terrorists in other countries is a strategy that does more 
harm than good for both short-term and long-term national 

security. The nature of foreign intelligence makes it impossible to 
ensure that non-combatants are not being killed. Estimates range 
from 300-600 civilians killed by drone strikes since Obama took 
office. Not only is it morally unconscionable to kill innocent people, 
but it radicalizes the foreign citizens who witness or hear about 
such tactics. The Bush and Obama administrations have eschewed 
transparency about such issues, and the nature of military attacks 
outside of a declaration of war is a clear abuse of executive power. 
President Obama has taken the program even further than his 
predecessor in terms of scope and personal involvement by mak-
ing the decisions himself on when to pull the trigger on a suspect. 
This is too much power for any single person to wield without 
checks or balances. It’s a winning strategy politically, however, 
which is clearly why it has increased of late. From the president’s 
perspective, it represents a relatively low-cost and low-profile way 
to achieve kills that can be trumpeted to the American people 
as successes in the struggle against terrorism. The question is 
whether we want our representatives acting on the basis of what’s 
politically most expedient or, instead, on what’s best for our coun-
try and the world.

Tax policy is not just about raising revenues for public goods. It's also about fairness and, dare I say it, redistribution. Immediately, accusations of social-
ism are trumpeted in order to quash any discussion of the moral issues involved. The only moral premise that you need to accept in order to support 
progressive taxation is that the world is naturally unfair and human societies should work to remedy this as best we can. The argument against redis-

tribution goes something like this: why should people who have not earned as much money be allowed to take from those who deserve what they have 
earned? The answer is actually embedded in the question because the notion of 'deserving' what one 'earns' is so fraught as to make it nearly meaning-
less. People work and live in environments that are shaped by forces far outside their control, not least of all by luck, so the idea that whatever income you 
generate should be yours just because it comes to you is absurd. Even apart from the moral argument, the practical implications of an increasingly regressive 
tax structure will be to diminish social and economic mobility (which has been happening for decades) and further entrench the power of a few to control 
and profit from the many. The simple truth is that concentrations of power and resources tend to be self-reinforcing and only through collective action and 
legislation can we ensure that every individual has a fair chance at achieving their dreams. On survey after survey, people overwhelmingly respond that they 
prefer a distribution of wealth more like that of Sweden than that of the United States. If we truly are a democracy committed to justice and equal oppor-
tunity, there should be no question that those who benefit disproportionately should be expected to contribute more to support the system by which they 
profited. The Buffett tax is just a small, mostly symbolic, gesture that indicates the need to recommit our nation to its founding principles of liberty, pursuit of 
happiness, and justice for all.

 

We’re starting it here and you’re finishing it on Va Pue's Facebook page.  
Got something to add? Bring it on.

The Great Facebook Debate

In today’s complex international and domestic climate, those in charge 
of the defense of American people and others around the world are 
constrained in what they can do. We’ve seen how much large-scale 

military action can cost as we push past the decade mark of occupying 
countries in the Middle East. Terrorist organizations like the Taliban and 
Al Qaeda continue to plot and attempt to carry out suicide and other 
attacks, and the only realistic means of combating the particular modern 
terrorist network is through the coordinated use of on-the-ground intel-
ligence and the surgical strike capabilities of drone aircraft. If we allowed 
the possibility of non-combatant deaths to prevent us from attacking 
high-level targets we would be validating their strategies of moving 
amid civilians and effectively allow them to act with impunity. We rarely 
have the opportunities like the raid on the Bin Laden compound and 
the reality is that drone attacks are often the only avenue we have to 
pursue enemy combatants. President Obama’s careful strategy of raising 
standards for the intelligence needed to launch these attacks and his 
taking personal responsibility for making the decision is another step in 
the direction of minimizing unintended deaths. The unmanned drone 
strikes carried out to date have allowed us to do the most damage while 
incurring the least costs, both material and human. To allow a few highly 
visible deaths to undermine efforts to prevent thousands of deaths due 
to a terrorist attack would be a terrible mistake.

( — ) ( + )

The Buffett Tax

the news

Andrew BoddySpargo, TEFL54
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Austerity is an unfortunate word to use to describe fiscal responsibil-
ity. In fact, the whole narrative of the financial collapse that the left 
uses to frame the debate over the economy is misguided. His-

tory has shown us time and again that when the government gets more 
involved and tries to steer the economy it does more harm than good. The 
best example is the one that liberals trot out to demonstrate government 
intervention at work. Everyone knows that FDR's New Deal ended the Great 
Depression, right? Except that it didn't. Much of what the New Deal tried to 
do was struck down by the Supreme Court before it could be implemented 
and many on the left conveniently forget the fact that the nation was 
plunged into a second recession two years after much of the New Deal was 
passed. The idea that there could be an unstoppable cycle of contraction 

is patently silly for this reason: when prices fall below their actual 
value, there are many people scouring the market for deals and at 
some point they will begin to buy and this will turn the tide toward 
investment and consumption. The problem after the 2007 crash 

was that the government didn't 
allow bad banks and businesses 
to fail. Instead, they promoted 
uncertainty by bailing out com-
panies that had invested poorly 
in the past and picking winners 

and losers in the green tech and car industries. An activist government cre-
ates what economists call 'regime uncertainty' and 'rent-seeking behavior.' 
Both are destructive to innovation and production. Even aside from the his-
toric levels of debt that threaten the viability of the entire economy, the best 
thing that the government can do is provide basic services and safety nets 
and maintain a consistent and minimalist approach to the economy so that 
businesses and workers can get back to producing and innovating again.

The Occupy movement was, simply put, “full of sound and fury, signifying nothing.” This because the idea that inequality is inherently bad is mistaken. 
Only if inequality has been reached by unreasonable means, ie., cheating, can it be morally attacked, and only if it can be shown that inequality is bad 
for the country can it be discredited on practical grounds. First, the moral case. If inequality arises out of competition among free individuals for scarce 

resources and willing sales of labor and goods, then the principles of liberty are functioning as they should and it would be impossible to change the situation 
without violating someone's freedom. So, has inequality arisen from unfair competition or natural causes? Many people seem to think that the undeni-
able rise in inequality in the US must be caused by people cheating, but they fail to realize that it is the natural byproduct of a globalized and interconnected 
world. Companies can scale their production much more, celebrities can reach more fans, sports are enjoyed across the entire globe instead of just in a small 
town, all of which make it easier to earn large amounts of money. This is not a bad thing, considering that every spectator or consumer is freely paying for 
it and it encourages people to innovate. Therefore, not only is inequality (achieved fairly) morally positive, it's also the best way, practically, to improve the 
world and use the 'invisible hand' to promote the general welfare. Then there's the problem of how people might go about 'redistributing' the money from 
people who have worked for it to those who have not. It's politically popular in a democracy to take from those who have resources and give to those who 
do not because there are more poor and middle income voters than rich ones. This doesn't make it right to do. If everyone shares equally in the benefits of 
public investment and safety nets, then they should share equally the cost. Everyone has an innate sense of fairness and so responds to surveys saying that 
they want a more equal distribution of wealth. This ignores the crucial question of how to do this without destroying the incentives to innovate and violating 
the rights people have to their property. Because these problems cannot be resolved, we must trust in people's individual innovation and drive to keep our 
system working.

We're muddling through a period of weak economic growth 
caused by misguided financial exuberance and the result-
ing drop in consumer confidence. As John Maynard Keynes 

pointed out almost 80 years ago, when demand falls it can create a cycle of 
contraction that has no natural 
stopping point. When demand 
drops, producers lower their 
production and shed workers, 
which contributes to another 
round of dropping demand as unemployment rises and people become 
uncertain and start saving more. What's needed is a break in the cycle and, 
fortunately for us, the current conditions are very good for the government 
to serve in this role. US borrowing costs are at historic lows, so 
stimulus spending would be relatively easy to do. It's true that 
the long-term debt situation is unsustainable, but there are 
two points to be made here. First; the best way to stabilize the 
long-term debt situation is to prime our economic engine by utilizing our 
unused productive capacity. Second; the gloomy prognostications of the 
right all evaporate if the federal government does little in the next several 
years (something that is becoming second nature to Congress). Enough 
automatic taxes and cuts will go into effect to almost completely stabilize 
the debt in the medium term. It would be folly to pass up our best chance 
to stabilize the economy simply because some people have irrational fear 
that in the future we will be so irresponsible as to let our debt truly wreck 
the economy. Moreover, if the federal government doesn't step up to the 
plate to fill the demand gap, who will? Europe is much more likely to drag 
us down with them, China and India's growth are slowing, and if nobody 
is spending we may move into a global slowdown rather than just a US 
slowdown. The federal reserve should coordinate with the fiscal authorities 
to stimulate and create new demand in the short-term while making real 
progress to raise tax revenues and eliminate unnecessary and unhelpful 
spending. If not, we may follow Europe into a fiscal and monetary disaster.

Austerity

The Buffett Tax, cont.

the news

(vs.)

Stimulus
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»Supremes & ACA: The Supreme Court declared most of the 
Affordable Care Act constitutional, saying that an individual 
mandate is acceptable so long as it is enforced through tax 
incentives. The one part that was declared unconstitutional 
was the requirement for states to drastically expand their 
medicaid coverage.

»Jobs: Unemployment continues to be stubbornly high after 
three months of disappointing jobs numbers. The only posi-
tive news was that employers across the country signed a 
binding agreement to give every RPCV a job with entry-level 
salaries of at least $60,000. Sigh. Not really, though.

»Debates between Barack Obama and Mitt Romney will take 
place Oct. 3, Oct. 16, and Oct. 22. The vice presidential debate 
is set for Oct. 11. 

»Exceutive Privilege: President Obama invoked executive 
privilege for the first time in his presidency in June to shield his 
Attorney General Eric Holder from congressional questioning 
about a program refered to as "Fast and Furious." The pro-
gram consisted of allowing guns to leak into Mexico in order 
to track them and use the evidence to build cases against 
drug cartels. The strategy was criticized when it surfaced that 
some of the guns were linked to crimes.

»Edwards: In late May, a jury reached a verdict in the conten-
tious John Edwards campaign finance trial.  Edwards was 
found not guilty on one of the six counts of conspiracy and 
declared mistrial on the other five counts. Edwards had been 
accused of asking a young aide to claim paternity for the child 
of a woman with whom he had had an extramarital affair in 
exchange for a pay-off and “a lifetime of support.”

»SSM: In May, President Barack Obama became the first 
sitting-President to express his support for same-sex mar-
riage.

the news
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Alison Etheridge, ENV54 and Andrew BoddySpargo, TEFL54

»Spain: Accepted a $125 billion bailout for its banks 
early in June, yet continued to see its borrowing costs 
rise quickly in May.

»Greek election: The radical party that may have led 
the country to break the agreements with Germany 
and leave the Euro did not win the elections last 
month, so there is still a chance that Greece could stay 
in the game.

»Egyptian Election: After growing protests and a 
several-day delay, the military rulers finally released the 
results of the presidential election, which gave power 
to the Muslim Brotherhood candidate rather than the 
ex-Mubarak official who came in second place.

»IPOs: In the month following Facebook's initial public 
offering its stock was trading close to 25% lower than 
when it had opened.

»Syria: Intense fighting continues in Syria as Kofi An-
nan’s proposed ceasefire in April has repeatedly failed 
to discourage government brutality. Since the begin-
ning of the Syrian uprising in the winter of 2011, 22,000 
civilians are estimated dead, 40,000 detained, and over 
1.5 million more in need of food, water or shelter.  

A terrible plague of pixela-
tion has stricken civilians in 
Syria.

10-word movie review:
Ironman 2 (2010)
No “Tony Stark did it in a cave!” moment.  
Jonathan Malacarne, SBD53

10-word movie review:
Prometheus (2012)
If you’re a fan of Ridley Scott’s sci-fi horror, you’ll 
be hoping that the entire crew of the spaceship 
is ripped to pieces, but you will also be wanting 
to know more about the reasons behind it! 
Donald Ugarte, TEFL Tech Trainer

Syria

What's new in the 
"real" world?
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»MSFT: Microsoft unveiled a few details about a new tablet 
they're calling 'Surface' to compete with iPads later this fall/winter. 

»No More: Tom Cruise and Katie Holmes are getting divorced after 
five years of marriage. 

»Bad Writing: The Kardashians are writing a young adult science 
fiction novel. Kendall and Kylie Jenner—younger siblings of the 
Californian clan—have announced that their as-yet-untitled book 
will be set 200 years in the future and that they want the public 
know that there will be no celebrity gossip (a common blunder in 
futuristic sci-fi novels). This could be the new Twilight, guys; keep 
your eyes peeled for its release next summer.

»Accessible Tech: The credit-card sized Raspberry Pi computer 
will soon be available for $25/unit and may usher in a new era of 
computer access in developing countries.

»Creepy: On the afternoon of May 26th, Rudy Eugene was found 
naked, high on a new street drug called “bath salts,” eating of the 
face of 65-year-old homeless man Ronald Poppo in broad daylight 
on the Miami Causeway. Eugene was shot dead by police, but 
Poppo survived. It seems the Zombie Apocalypse may be upon us 
sooner than expected…
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10-word movie review:
Mission Impossible 4 (2011)
Tom Cruise runs, Simon Pegg jokes, 
and the audience shrugs.
John Mulqueen, SBD53

10-word movie review:
Cliffhange r (1993)
They find really ridiculous reasons to climb all 
the time, like “Ah, that soup can, gotta climb 
that bookshelf! “ 
John Mulqueen, SBD53

the news
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So as fútbol starts up again here in La Villa (Villa El Carmen) — 
both pickup and a newly founded Sunday men’s league — a 
series of things has been running through my head. And what 

this series of thoughts ultimately has led to is the realization of what 
fútbol really means to the youth of my town. 

A recent conversation with one of my fútbol buddies described 
life in the Villa as boring, dull, and with nothing to do… but to play 
fútbol at day’s end. This struck me as a strange comment, and my 
initial reaction was to rebuke his claim. But try as I might to argue, I 
just sat there open mouthed, without a response. He was right. For 
many Nicaraguans, but youth in particular, often the only thing they 
have to look forward to is fútbol. The majority don’t work or work 
part-time or crummy jobs, and the pickup games are one of the few 
sources of entertainment most days in my small town. The only 
alternatives seem to be television, Caballito, or a combo of the two. 
(Although a bottle of Caballito while watching Teresa is pretty good, 
am I right?) 

It’s not as if we are working with youth in the States who have 
seemingly endless sources of entertainment at their disposal due 
to both technology and their own personal transportation. For 
many youth, going to the field every day is an excuse to get out of a 
crowded house, escape the hassle of their parents and siblings and 
meet up with their friends. It gives them a constant to hold onto and 
a mental release from all the madness of the world going on outside 
of the pitch. I would go as far as to say it even provides a sense of 
camaraderie and brotherhood, running side-by-side, day in and day 
out with the same core group of peers. An environment like that is 
tough to replicate anywhere else.

But achieving that camaraderie is easier said than done here, as 
Nicaraguan youth face challenges that didn’t exist for us in the 

For the love of       
fútbol

Sam Shepard, SBD56

10-word music review:
Red Hot Chilli Peppers: I’m With You (2011)
Is the album over? I fell asleep.  
Give frusciante drugs.
John Mulqueen, SBD53

10-word book review:
A Dog’s Purpose (2010), by W. Bruce Cameron
Dealing w/ death, dogs, human sentiments . It’s 
an easy read. 
Jordan Somers, SBD53

States. Looking back now, I took for granted just how good I had 
it as a kid, as we all did, with numerous devoted parents willing to 
coach our teams, town-sponsored youth leagues, and an abundance 
of resources and facilities. We enjoyed fields that were grass instead 
of rock and broken glass (and didn’t need to be cut by hand with 
machetes day-to-day or cleaned constantly after being lined with ash 
from tortilla stands). And if one ball was punctured, play didn’t stop, 
as we had multiple backups at our disposal. But the sad reality is that 
none of that exists in the vast majority of our sites, and kids are forced 
to fend for themselves. 

So as the fútbol leagues start up again in La Villa and across the 
country, there is a larger takeaway from all of this, and that’s the 
value of the extracurricular activities we as volunteers can support 
with the Nica joventud. This isn’t exactly a new concept, and I believe 
it’s part of every sector’s focus. But look back at your own childhood 
and remember all the after-school activities you were a part of. 
Those, more than the classes I took, defined who I was. So be it 
fútbol, a youth group, English classes, or whatever you can think of, 
try to do what you can to give these kids a better chance of expressing 
themselves and enjoying life. This may be even more important to 
remember when reaching out to female youth, who often have fewer 
opportunities to express themselves in activities outside of their 
homes.

And the best part is, it doesn’t take much: just a little enthusiasm, 
and in my case, pelotas donated from friends and family in the 
States. Show up early, stay late, and just talk with the kids to show 
you’re interested and care. They’ll open up, talk, and ask questions: 
questions they wouldn’t consider asking in other, more structured 
settings. The daily obstacles we face in the classroom can just be too 
much at times, and as a result the school environment isn’t always 
the best setting to impact our students. So get a ball, lace up your 
tacos (cleats), walk onto the field, and play!

letters
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In October of the Year of the Common Good, I was subjected to 
an article so vulgar and offensive that I had to call into question 
the faculties of the Va Pue editing staff (and I’m not talking 

about my name being spelled incorrectly on my own submission).  I 
am, of course, referring to the pulp smut penned by none other than 
Kurt Brandner.  For those who are unfamiliar with Mr. Bradner, he 
is a talentless hack whose writing “style” is a shameful attempt at 
emulating David Foster Wallace, when in reality the two could only be 
confused had DFW written during his strangulation.  Mr. Brahdnir 
is also a sub-par chess player who wouldn’t know the difference 
between Shepherd’s mate and Shepherd’s pie if he saw the two en 
passant. 

But this article isn’t about individual character assassination on 
my part, but rather to defend an attempted geographic character 
assassination on his.  Mr. Badner wrote a “review” of Nicaraguan 
regions with a title that elicits groans in a way that only an uninspired 
pun can (“El Oeste es el Obeste”?  Really?).  In his “review,” Mr. 
Brandwiner attempts to prove that the departments of Chinandega 

and León have more 
to offer then the 
rest of Nicaragua, 
downplaying especially 
the Great North.  
Such a half-baked 
concept could only 
come from the mind 
of a madman who has 
lost his sensibilities 
from oppressive heat 
and isolation.  While 
his outlandish claims 

shocked me, perhaps what shocked me most is that in this past 
edition of Va Pue (March 2012), not a single norteñ@ decided to 
defend their region against these barbaric assaults.  I have to assume 
that these residents have chosen to take the nobler path and do not 
wish to bring themselves down to Mr. Beeblebrox’s level.  I, however, 
cannot abide such disrespect, and will act as champion on behalf of 
the North.

I may seem an odd candidate, being from the Occident myself  — 
the city and port of Corinto, Chinandega, to be precise.  Yet despite 
my residency, my explorations of the true greatness of Nicaragua give 
me the perspective to defend the North’s honor.  Once one starts to 
compare what the two regions have to offer, there really is no contest.  
For example, when I travel, I hate choice.  León is overwhelming 
with a plethora of affordable and fun places to stay.  The option to 
eat at a luxurious restaurant like El Lobo or El Convento makes me 
anxious, and those regular, reliable, air-conditioned micros  from 
Managua to León are just so cumbersome.  Why wouldn’t I choose 
to go to Estelí where I don’t have to make any choices?  I know I can 
stay at the only hostel and limit my culinary expectations to a single 
Cuban restaurant.  Why would I want to have to make those difficult 
choices between free and low priced clubs in León that are a safe 
walkable distance from where I am staying when in Estelí I can take a 
C$20 taxi to pay a C$200 cover to drink a C$30 beer?  It’s common 

knowledge that if it’s more expensive, it’s better.  Furthermore, in 
Estelí I can pretend like I have been a cigar connoisseur my whole life 
and act smugly superior when I see people smoking filthy unhealthy 
cigarettes.  In addition to that, I get to really enjoy the terminal 
experience while passing hours waiting for a mythical micro that 
might as well be driven by duendes for how often I’ve seen it. 

But Estelí isn’t the only pride of the North.  Matagalpa offers 
wonderful entertainment like the Coffee Museum.  You can learn all 
sorts of fascinating things about coffee beans like its Latin phylum 
and genus.  The museum also features pie charts representing 
coffee sales worldwide that add up to over 100 percent.   There are 
even pictures of real coffee beans! It’s like reading a Wikipedia page, 
but less cluttered with relevant or interesting information.  From 
Matagalpa it’s just a hop, skip, and a jump up an 80-degree sheer 
cliff to Jinotega.  In fact, your bus feels like it may very well hop, skip, 
and/or jump off the edge of the road during that ride.  Talk about 
excitement!  Way more fun and exciting than, say, the awesome 
water park, beautiful baseball stadium, or recently opened mall in 
Chinandega.

From Estelí you can also head in the other direction, up towards 
Somoto and Ocotal.  Once in Somoto, you can check out the 
eponymous Somoto Canyon (unless it rained recently, is raining, 
or hasn’t rained enough recently, or you are there on a day of the 
month that is a prime number).  Sure, anyone can take a 10-minute 
walk to the ocean in Corinto with a bellyful of freshly caught seafood.  
And yes, the beaches of the west offer some of the best surf this 
side of Rivas, but honestly, what a cliché interpretation of fun.  I 
would much rather wade in a river like a ten year old.  What’s more, 
Somoto lets you launch off to Ocotal.  While I haven’t yet had the 
pleasure of visiting Ocotal, I have asked some of the people who have 
traveled there what to look forward to, and I got some pretty exciting 
responses.  The best thing about Ocotal, I was told, is that their 
central park has….burgers [That’s Estelí, you bastard! – Eds.]!  Yes, 
you read that correctly.  Count me in.  Let’s get the 10-hour bus ride 
started.  

So sure, living in the West does mean that you get the pleasure 
of working with some of the finest minds in Peace Corps, that an 
exciting getaway can be planned at a moment’s notice, and that 
the most beautiful and largest volcanoes in Nicaragua are at your 
fingertips, begging to be climbed on a whim.  And yes, there is 
something to be said about the historic significance of El Realejo or 
León Viejo.  But I envy you Northerners; you have no idea how good 
you have it.  While I’m here sweating out huge cultural events like 
the Fiesta Gastronómica (a.k.a. Fish Fest), you guys get to stare at 
a big pine tree [It’s smaller than you’d think. – Eds.].  To think that 
I could have been walking along all three streets of Yalí, Jinotega, 
these past two years can be heartbreaking at times.  Poorly thought 
out arguments like that of Mr. Barbie’s are likely to persist as long 
as volunteers who are fortunate enough to live in the best part of 
Nicaragua are forced to communicate with degenerates, embittered 
by their time in Chin City.  At least we can all agree that we’re lucky 
not to have to spend a single moment on some godforsaken boat on 
the Atlantic Coast.        

A modest defense
John Mulqueen, SBD53

Once in Somoto, you can 
check out the eponymous 
Somoto Canyon (unless it 
rained recently, is raining, 
or hasn’t rained enough re-
cently, or you are there on 
a day of the month that is a 
prime number).

letters
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A man of eloquence, like John Mulqueen, wields power.  A power of persuasion, which may 
be put to use for good or, in the hands of an impish man of intellect, may be directed as a 
disreputable pugilist directs his blows.  In this case, Mulqueen employs his eloquence to 

conjure up a shadow, a straw man of his true opponent (here, el Norte de Nicaragua), and then strikes 
blows that are entirely below the belt — and not for sake of his being picayune.

Ironically, Mulqueen assails Brandner’s argument in favor of el Oeste’s alleged superiority for being 
weak (puns are lazy), yet in his own attempt to capture el Oeste's superiority, Mulqueen succeeds in 
doing so only by rendering el Norte as Picasso did his faces: with distortion.  Forsooth, only a dupe 
would pay C$200 cover in Estelí. Some covers are as little as C$70.  Ah, such shenanegians! And 
perhaps Estelí has only one Cuban joint, but left obscured in the fog of Mulqueen’s gaseous mutterings 
is its one Salvadoran pupusa joint, too, tucked next door to Hotel Estelí (that’s right, another hotel!).  
Oh, obfuscation!  

Ah, and Matagalpa. Mulqueen’s complexion is as supple as his voice is euphonious, so perhaps 
he never had occasion to entreat the services of one of that redoubt’s many spas.  Or imbibe at its 
ubiquitous coffee shops of surpassing quality, or breathe its fresh, cool air, the currents of which 
assuage even the fiercest misanthropic predilections and enervate the lovers of Mankind.    

So parsimonious am I that I fear many have thought my life and service in Ocotal was not one of 
willful frugality but one of penury. And Mulqueen’s portrayal of that wonderful city would stoke the 
flames of that scurrilous rumor, for he would have us imagine Ocotal a wasteland, only offering soggy 
burgers by the park and little else.  For the mere fact of that factoid’s complete falsity (the burgers are 
at a nice converted garage called Gigi’s), I ought not need to say more for you to spurn the words of 
Mulqueen the Malingerer. 

 I’m no bard. I care not to entertain, but merely to expose the calumny of what this Mulqueen, 
this tamaraw, this, this manbearpig has written of the noble, undulating country on the rising slopes 
of Nicaragua’s northern border, where high elevation has begat a history of high drama and an even 
higher esteem in the intrepidity of its people. In its air no splenetic generalizations, no querulous 
distortions, no pedantic parsing can long last before vanishing into utter oblivion.  But for that brief 
moment of existence, much damage may be wrought, and so I ask vociferously that before you buy 
into the claims of eloquent people, you discern whether their words are beneficent wisdoms that can’t 
be gainsaid or malevolent declarations feigning as fact and deserving no less than your implacable 
castigation.       

Riposte: 
a quick, 

clever reply to 
an insult. Sophist: 
a person who reasons 

with clever but false 
arguments. Soliloquy: a 

speaking of thoughts regardless 
of any hearers. Frailty: weak and 

delicate condition. In re: Latin for with 
regard to. Eloquence: fluent or persuasive 

language. Impish: mischievous. Pugilist: 
a boxer. Conjure: make appear seemingly 

from nowhere. Picayune: of little stature, height, 
significance. Assail: criticize strongly. Forsooth:  indeed. 

Dupe: deceive, trick. Gaseous: having the characteristics of 
a gas. Obfuscate: 

make unclear or 
unintelligible. 

Supple: not stiff or 
hard. Euphonious: 

pleasing to the 
ear. Entreat: 

ask earnestly for. 
Redoubt: a refuge. 

Imbibe: drink, 
absorb. Ubiquitous: 

found everywhere. 
Assuage: make 

less intense, satisfy 
an appetite. 

Misanthropic: 
having dislike 

of other people, 
unsociable. 

Predilection: 
a preference or 

special liking, to 
harm a reputation.       

Enervate: feel 
drained, weakened. 

Parsimonious: 
very frugal.  

Frugality: quality 
of being economical. 

Penury: state 
of being in 

extreme poverty. 
Scurrilous: 

scandalous 
claim made with 

intent to harm a reputation. Factoid: an insignificant or trivial fact. Bard: a poet. Calumny: a slander, defamatory statement. 
Tamaraw: a small hoofed animal in the Philippines. Manbearpig: a half-man, half-bear, half-pig. Undulating: wavy surface or 

edge. Intrepidity: fearlessness, boldness. Splenetic: spiteful, bad-tempered. Querulous: petulant or whining manner. Pedantic: 
over scrupulous, excessively obsessed with minor details. Parsing: splitting into parts or logical components. Wrought: 

produced, shaped or fashioned in a certain way. Vociferous: clamorous, vehemently expressed. 
Beneficent: conferring good, kind or generous in purpose. Gainsaid: denied or 

contradicted. Malevolent: having a wish to do evil. Feign: pretend to be 
affected by. Implacable: relentless, unable to be appeased. 

Castigation: a reprimand.      

Nelson’s
R e a s o n e d  R i p o s t e

to a
Sophist’s Soliloquy:

the Frailties of 
Mulqueen’s 

Defense in re 
B r a n d n e r

&  EL nOrte
Paul Nelson, SBD53

how 
you might 
write after 
studying 
for the 

GRE
(   )
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Some things 
I've learned in a year
Breezy Lane, AG56

Take time to talk to your host family.
Take time to talk to your BIOLOGICAL family.

Relax.
It’s ok to be homesick.

It’s ok to leave site every now and again and see your friends.
Explore the country, it’s amazing.

Projects take time. 
You have time.  But not as much as you think. 
Don’t wait to start something you can do today.
Care packages are the best medicine EVER. 
Not having cell phone service and internet is a 
blessing…and a curse.
Be NICE to the people in your community, they may 
drive you crazy, but you don’t know who is sticking up 
for you. 

Don’t be discouraged if you don’t see the direct results 
before you leave. 

You will be completely different when you go home after 
two years.

Thunder and lightning storms on a tin roof are TERRIFYING.
Always carry tissue paper with you….. and hand sanitizer. 

And last but not least:
FOR THE LOVE OF HEAVEN LEARN THE LANGUAGE!!!!!!

(Seriously, there is nothing worse than not being able to communicate 
sufficiently with your community.)
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Lights, 
 Camera, 
     Action!!!
A Nica PCV’s short film makes it to California

Jason Outenreath, ENV54, traveled to the Palm Springs International Short Fest last month to premier 
“Perrita Perdida” a short film written, filmed, and edited by Outenreath and fellow environment volun-
teer Greg Purifoy.  The original script was filmed in Outenreath’s site in the department of Boaco over the 

course of one, long, exhausting day.  Production was replete with challenges volunteers will recognize as familiar; 
a last minute “Fijese que….” call from the female lead, rain disrupting filming plans, and an uncooperative dog 
who just wouldn’t hacer caso.  In true PCV spirit they overcame the challenges in their path and ended up with 
a beautiful five-minute film.  The film has also been selected for the Costa Rican International Film Festival in 
November.  Outenreath and Purifoy are currently working on a feature length documentary on education in 
rural Nicaragua.  To learn more about “Perrita Perdida” and see the trailer visit Purifoy’s blog: radiantallusions.
blogspot.com or Va Pue on Facebook.  Ojo!*

*Note the original music recorded and designed by Purifoy himself!

10-word book review:
The Glass Castle (2005), a memoir by Jean-
nette Walls
An incredible true history of how a couple 
decided to live homeless in a country of big op-
portunities that people dream about.
Flor de Maria Ortega

10-word music review:
Dean Blunt and Inga Copeland: 
Black is Beautiful (2012)
A delicate melange of all outsider music.
Ambient but engaging.
Marcus Degen, AG56
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foodies’ corner

     asian meals with55     ingredients each

     (nica friendly)^

Sweet-n-Savory 
Honey Soy Noodles

» 2 Tbsp honey
» 2 Tbsp soy sauce
» Suggested noodles: ½ pkg of 
   250g wheat pasta
» Pick your veggies: 1 cup 
   sliced green onion, onions, 
   broccoli, chiltoma, OR a 
   medley
» Optional: Pick your protein: 1 
   lb chicken breast, ½ lb 
   beef, OR cubed tofu

Boil 3 cups of water, add noo-
dles, cook until ready,and drain. 
Set aside. Mix honey and soy 
sauce in a separate bowl and set 
aside. Sautee veggies 2-3 min-
utes until almost tender, add 
honey-soy mixture and simmer 
on low 1-2 minutes. Pour sauce 
and veggies over noodles and 
toss. Preparation with protein: 
Prepare protein choice separate-
ly and add to pan immediately 
after adding honey-soy mixture.

Easy.
Cheap.
Healthy.
Quick.
Something other than rice and beans.

What do these adjectives have in common? They are the 
verbiage that runs through all our heads when it’s just 

about dinnertime and we are scouring our site for something 
different to hit our taste buds-up-happy. But after glancing at the 
slim stockings of our local pulperías, who amongst us would have 
the gumption to try and tackle an Asian-inspired recipe?  

For my fellow Asian food lovers, rural Nicaragua may seem like 
a nearly impossible place to find or prepare the delicate sauces 
and unique flavors signature to the South Pacific. But upon closer 
inspection, we are living in a foodie playland of untapped poten-
tial. Consider the Far East flavors that are growing in gardens 
and fields all around us: sesame seeds, ginger, limes, coconuts, 
peanuts, soy, culantro, lemongrass, and chili. Add this to the fact 
that soy sauce and Maruchan noodles are readily available and 
inexpensive and suddenly dinnertime is looking delightful.

The following recipes are designed to make you feel like you can 
create your own made-to-order Asian experience in the comforts 
of your Nicaraguan kitchen. Most recipes can be prepared with a 
mere 5 to15 minutes of prep time and a pretty minimal expen-
diture of cordobas.  All dishes can be prepared with the simplest 
of ingredients available to us, but if you’re really looking to make 
them special (and ridiculously delicious) consider investing in the 
marked fachenta* substitutions that can be found in your Mana-
gua La Colonia.  I would also HIGHLY encourage you to invest in 
a nicer brand of soy sauce on your next trip to a supermercado – 
a few extra cords here means dozens of markedly more delicious 
dishes later.

How to use these recipes:

All recipes yield 1-2 servings. For each, pick your noodles, your 
veggies (or use a medley of all veggies listed), and your protein, if 
desired. These recipes can be prepared with a minimum of 5 in-
gredients each (aka vegan style with 1 veggie) but seeing as some 
of us may have different veggies, noodles, or protein options 
available, depending on our sites, I have listed all the options 
below, then suggested my favorite with each.

Noodle Options:
» 1 100g pkg Maruchan (aka 
ramen noodles)
» ½ pkg 200g chop suey 
noodles
» ½ pkg 250g wheat pasta

Article and photos by Michaela Ross, SBD56

Make-Your-Own Coconut Milk:  This option is much cheaper 
than buying the C$60 can! Break open coconut with machete or rock and 
try to conserve coconut water for later. Scoop out meat with spoon (heat-
ing the shell over kitchen flames helps) and grate by hand or with blender. 
Mix coconut shavings with 2 cups of warm water or the saved coconut 
water. Pour coconut milk through strainer and discard used shavings. 

Protein options:
» 1 lb chicken breast
» ½ lb beef
» ½ lb pork
» Shrimp
» Cubed tofu
» 2 scrambled eggs
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Thai Laab with Fresh Lime
» 1 Tbsp lime juice 
» ¼ c chopped culantro, hierbabuena OR a mixture
» 2  Tbsp soy sauce OR ¼ c fish sauce* 
» Suggested noodles: 1 100g pkg Maruchan
» Pick your veggies: 1 cup chopped celery, carrots, cab-
   bage, OR a medley
» Optional: Pick your protein: 1 lb chicken OR ½ lb pork

Boil 3 cups of water, prepare noodles, and drain. Toss 
with fresh herbs, soy sauce (although fish sauce is the 
lighter and less salty option), and lime juice. Preparation 
with chicken or pork: Slice meat into thin strips or grind 
and cook in boiling water for 2 minutes. Add noodles to 
boiling water and continue recipe. 

Malaysian Coconut-Curry Noodles
» 2 c+ coconut milk
» 1 Tbsp+ curry 
» Handful of basil leaves
» Suggested noodles: 1 100g pkg Maruchan
» Pick your veggies: 1 cup sliced pipian, chiltoma, carrots, 
   chayote, OR a medley
» Optional: salt to taste
» Optional: Pick your protein: Shrimp OR Cubed tofu

Cook noodles and set aside. In a sauté pan heat 2 cups co-
conut milk (or more if you’d like a soup consistency) and 
curry and simmer 5-10 minutes. Add more curry to taste. 
Add 1 cup veggies and cook 2-3 minutes until tender. 
Toss in noodles, salt to taste, and garnish with fresh basil 
leaves. Preparation with protein: Sautee protein with 
curry and a touch of oil before adding coconut milk to the 
pan. Continue with recipe.

Japanese Spicy Noodle Soup
» 3 Tbsp soy sauce
» 2 Tbsp lime juice
» Chili powder to taste
» Suggested noodles: ½ 200g pkg chop suey noodles
» Pick your veggies: ¾ cup sliced chiltoma, carrots, OR a 
   medley
» Optional: Pick your protein: 1 lb chicken OR Shrimp

Boil 3 cups of water, add noodles and cook 1-2 minutes 
until almost tender. Continue to boil water and add 
chopped vegetables then cook for 2 minutes. Remove pot 
from flame and add soy sauce, lime juice and chili powder 
to taste. Preparation with chicken or shrimp: Boil 3 cups 
water and cook shrimp or chicken that has been sliced in 
thinner strips for 2-3 minutes or until no longer translu-
cent. Scoop out chicken and set in serving bowl(s). Con-
tinue with recipe using remaining broth to boil noodles.

Nutty Chinese Noodles
» 2 cloves garlic
» 2-3 Tbsp soy sauce OR ¼ c oyster sauce*
» ¼ c crushed peanuts OR 1 tsp sesame oil*
» Suggested noodles: 1 100g pkg Maruchan
» Pick your veggies: 1 cup chopped celery, carrots, cab-
   bage, OR a medley
» Optional: Pick your protein: 1 lb chicken OR 2 eggs

Boil 3 cups water with 2 cloves of chopped garlic. Add 
noodles and chopped veggies and cook 2-3 minutes 
until desired tenderness. Remove from heat and add 
2-3 tablespoons of soy sauce (to taste) or ¼ cup oyster 
sauce. Toss in ¼ cup crushed peanuts or 1 teaspoon 
sesame oil. Garnish with fresh veggies and peanuts. 
Preparation with chicken or eggs: Prepare cubed 
chicken or scrambled eggs in separate pan and combine 
with noodles in final step of recipe.
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After trying your hand at dinner, enjoy these Asian-inspired desserts, including a 
couple that don´t require an oven!

... And now for dessert
Kourtni Gonzalez, MCH55

Thai Sweet Sticky Rice  
With Mango

Prep: 20 min. Yields: 2 + servings

1¼ c uncooked sticky rice or short-grain 
white rice
2 c coconut milk
½ c white sugar
¾  tsp salt
1 Tbsp white sugar
3 ripe mangoes, peeled and sliced
Sesame seeds (ajonjoli), optional

If using sticky rice, soak the rice overnight. 
Rinse well and steam until cooked. If using 
short-grain rice, add the rice and about 3 cups 
of water to a saucepan, bring to a boil, cover 
and reduce heat to low. Simmer 15 to 20 min-
utes.While the rice cooks, combine 1½ cups 
coconut milk, ½ cup sugar, and ½ teaspoon 
salt in a saucepan over medium heat. Bring to 
a boil then remove from heat and set aside. Stir 
the cooked rice into the coconut milk mixture, 
cover and allow to cool for 1 hour.  Make a co-
conut sauce by mixing the remaining ½ cup 
coconut milk and 1 tablespoon sugar. Bring 
to a boil to thicken then remove from heat.
Place the sticky rice ona serving dish. Arrange 
the sliced mangoes on top of the rice. Pour the 
sauce over the mangoes and rice and sprinkle 
with sesame seeds, if desired.

Almond Cookies

Prep: 10 min. 
Bake: 10 min per batch, plus cooling 
time. Yields 3 dozen small cookies.
 
1 c shortening (manteca)
1/2 c plus 3 Tbsp sugar, divided
1/4 c packed brown sugar (dulce, grated)
1 egg
1 tsp almond extract
2 c all-purpose flour
1-1/2 tsp baking powder (Royal or polvo para 
hornear)
1/8 tsp salt
3 Tbsp sliced almonds

In a small bowl, cream shortening, 1/2 cup 
sugar and brown sugar until light and fluffy. 
Beat in egg and almond extract.  Combine the 
flour, baking powder and salt; gradually add 
to creamed mixture and mix well.  Shape into 
1-in. balls. Roll in remaining sugar. Place 2 in. 
apart on ungreased baking sheets. Flatten with 
the bottom of a glass.  Press three almond slic-
es into the center of each.  Bake at 350° for 9-11 
minutes or until edges are lightly browned

Tropical Bananas

Prep: 10 min. Yields 2 servings. 
 

2 medium firm bananas, sliced
1 Tbsp lime juice
2 Tbsp salted peanuts*
1 Tbsp honey
1 Tbsp flaked coconut
1-1/2 tsp grated lime peel

In a small bowl, toss bananas with lime juice. 
Add peanuts and honey; mix well.  Spoon 
into individual dishes. Sprinkle with coconut 
and lime peel. Serve immediately. Yield: 2 
servings.

*If using raw peanuts, roast them gently over 
low heat in a skillet or a comal until the pea-
nuts become shiny from their own oils. Toss 
with a pinch of salt. 

foodies’ corner
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I was coming back to my site late one night on a 
bus after a weekend vacation when I saw through 
the dark rain a huge tent with trailers all around.  

Circus Zuary had come to town.  
Choosing to stop in this town seemed like a strange 

choice. Outsiders are mostly frowned upon or even 
feared.  I asked my 27-year-old neighbor, Abby if she 
planned on going.

“Only bad people hang out there,” was her only re-
sponse to that.  

I decided that I wasn’t going to let unfounded fears 
hold me back from not just seeing the show, but going 
further under the tent to see what the life is like of a 
Central American circus performer.

One Saturday afternoon, I saw a boy I didn’t recog-
nize from the school sitting on a park bench.  Deciding 
to take a chance, I sat next to the kid and pulled the 

classic Nicaraguan icebreaker―I started talking about 
the weather.  After a few minutes he told me his name 
was Eric and he was a juggler for Circo Zuary.  

Eric was born in Honduras, and has been with the 
circus his entire life.  All of thirteen years old, he has 
traveled all over Central America performing along-
side his entire family.  

“The best thing about being in the circus is when 
you do your act really well, the people cheer for you.” 
He said.  It just might be the most honest response 
I’ve ever received.

After a short time, I asked if I could talk to some of 
the others in the circus.  He only said, “Yeah, sure,” 
in a sort of, “It’s your neck” kind of way.  I decided to 
take a different approach.

I rode my bike around to the back of the trailer cara-
van.  There I saw an older gentleman resting in a ham-

You have an alma pinolera when...
You are offered a creek or bucket bath 

and you choose the creek :).
Breezy Lane, AG56

10-word movie review:
We Need To Talk About Kevin
They never do. So good, but...not just emo-
tional slaughter.
Marcus Degen, AG56

Infiltrating the Tents of Circo Zuary
Michael Patterson
TEFL57

Performer at Circo Zuary. 
Photo by Michael Patterson

travel
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mock.  I gave him a friendly wave, which he returned.  
I knew I had found my in.

His name was Ricardo and, like Eric, he had been 
with the circus his entire life.  He was the son of the 
Mexican founders. Each of his brothers and sisters 
had taken a branch of the original circus and gone off 
on their own across Central America.   

Being an English teacher, I wondered how these kids 
were receiving an education.  I asked Ricardo.

“We’re sitting in their classroom right now,” he said 
with a laugh and pointed to the door turned on its side 
and set on cinderblocks that we were using as a table.

All the primary school age kids that live and work in 
the circus receive classes, one-room-schoolhouse style, 
from a hired teacher that travels along with them.

“The kids study here with only notebooks and a 
personal teacher.  When it’s time to move up to the 
next grade, they take a test with the kids in the pri-
mary school of where we are, and then we just save the 
papers that say what their grades are.”

Later when I returned to work, my counterparts 
confirmed that not only do the students pass the ex-
ams, they normally score much higher than the local 
students.

At this time I asked, “Who’s in charge around here 
anyway?”

Ricardo waved for me to follow him to the biggest 
trailer.  

“Ok, this is my sister,” he told me, suddenly very 
serious. “She’s older and a woman of few words. If 
things start to go wrong just say excuse me and get 
out.”  

I was officially spooked, but I wasn’t backing out 
after having come this far into something that so few 
get to see the behind-the-scenes of.

Ricardo then ducked into the trailer to the matri-
arch. After about 20-30 seconds he reappeared with 
his classic clown grin and waved me to enter.

There I met Mama Celeste Ponce. At first glance, she 
gave off the aura of a real motherly persona, befitting 
of her title among the “cirqueños,” as she called her 
people.  

I had learned that a good body language technique 
for communicating with older women in my com-
munity was to find a way to sit down lower than them 

so that I look up to them like I might be one of her 
grandchildren ready for a story. The change of expres-
sion on the plump old lady’s face showed that I had 
made the right move as she beamed down at me and 
she began to regale the history of Circo Zuary.  

Her father, a Mexican artist and her mother, al-
ready a “cirqueña” formed the first generation of their 
circus.  Mama Celeste grew up in the circus, which 
required that she develop an act that contributed to 
the big show.  

She insisted on using the word “art” and “artist” to 
describe what a cirqueño does and lives by.  Look-
ing at her old black and white photos of her brothers 
and her performing on high wires, balancing on balls 
while singing and playing guitar, I saw the circus in a 

new light.  They really 
were a giant family of 
artists, each with their 
own part.

“I’m 67 years old,” 
Mama Celeste said.  
“I’ve done my part. 
It’s time for my sons 
to focus on their art. I 
manage the circus so 
that they don’t have 
to be distracted by the 
business side of Circo 
Zuary.”  

Mama Celeste said 
that she was so happy 

that she had sons since daughters tend to leave the 
circus to live with their husbands whereas men bring 
their—usually artistic—wives along with them.  This is 
how the circus grows.

I went to the show that night; Eric, Ricardo and 
others all performed to applause.  Still, many people 
would only describe the cirqueños as dangerous de-
generates that can’t be trusted.

As I watched Mama Celeste’s granddaughter, Erica, 
twin around a rope, gliding through the air with ar-
tistic athleticism, I had Nietzsche’s words stuck in my 
head:

“The higher we soar, the smaller we appear to those 
who cannot fly.” 

The higher 
we soar, the 
smaller we ap-
pear to those 
who cannot 
fly. 
Nietzsche

10-word movie review:
Haywire

An exact action movie: asses kicked, good 
directing, nothing gained.

Marcus Degen, AG56

10-word food review:
Indio Viejo
Take out naranja agria seeds during prepa-
ration (a lesson learned).
John Mulqueen, SBD53

travel
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Tranquility 
at its Finest: 

Great Corn Island

The shade of palm trees brought the tempera-
ture to a perfect feeling while turquoise waves 
washed over pure white sands. My girlfriend 

and I laid in perfect peace on Long Bay Beach, Great 
Corn Island.

Semana Santa, Holy Week in English, is the one 
time during the school year that we can really get away 
from the stresses of Peace Corps service and explore 
Nicaragua.  This would be the perfect time, I thought, 
to visit the Corn Islands. 

In the USA, I had never heard of this place, nor 
had any of my friends and family that I had asked 
when I decided to spend the vacation there.  After a bit 
more research, I was convinced that there could be no 
purer island getaway.  

According to Lonely Planet travel guides, Great 
and Little Corn Islands are in the running for the most 
authentic Caribbean island experience.  You won’t see 
any sort of mega developments here and the tallest ho-
tels stand at a very modest two stories. But the hotels 
that are there have some of the most friendly owners 
and staff I’ve ever met.  I accidentally overpaid at the 
Hotel G&G.  The next morning the owner, a large, 
bubbly Creole lady, Geraldine, found me.

“I woke up this morning and I said to myself, you 
know, I think he paid the wrong price on that room!” 
Geraldine said.

I was completely completely.  She had charged me 
the price of a room with air conditioning—which really 
isn’t necessary there, by the way. For the four nights 
we stayed there, the difference was S40. That much 
could go a long way in Nicaragua.

“You know,” I told her, “most places that I’ve been 
to would probably not have said anything unless I 
brought it up.”

She gave me a stern yet comforting smile that had 
the look of: “Silly rabbit, Trix are for kids.”

“That would be wrong,” she said with a laugh, as 
if I had not thought of it myself. Within the next few 
minutes we were all squared up.

My girlfriend and I then set out to explore the 
beaches. We walked all the way around the south end 
of the island in about two to three hours, pausing of-
ten to swim, sit, and take lots of pictures. 

We were almost alone for the entire walk.  We 
would occasionally walk past a group of tall Creole 
men pushing their fishing boats into the crystalline 
waters to catch a day’s pay.  Their wives would some-
times be on the shore, under palms watching over kids 
playing soccer on the sands.  

When the kids saw my large camera hung around 
my neck, they would stop what they were doing and 

Michael Patterson
TEFL57

travel
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come running, some almost naked, like I was giving 
away free ice cream.

“Una foto! Una foto! Tómeme una foto!” they 
would scream as they bolted down the sands before 
striking poses for the camera.  They didn’t even want 
the pictures.  They really just wanted to pose and look 
cool and see themselves in the playback of my camera 
screen.  After showing them the pictures, they would 
laugh and smile before dashing off down the sands.

One of the moms on the sidelines told us that the 
kids adore the tourists because they have traveled so 
far to come see their homes. “They want to make you 
feel welcome,” she said.

In the evenings, Kathya and I would dine on sea-
food soups and lobster along the fishing wharfs as the 
sun fell from the sky, bathing the island in pink and 
purple light.  After it got dark, we would head over to 

Bambule, just north of Long Bay, for Toñas and music.  
The locals’ taste in music really was the final 

reflection of their characters.  Everything could be 
heard in that bar from bachata to Bob Marley to Hank 
Williams.  Going from classic island reggae to good old 
country was a something I was not prepared for, but 
after a while I could start to see the links.  The songs 
were all about chilling out, having a drink and being 
with the one you love.  Each song perfectly reflected 
Corn Island culture.

“The people here don’t want anything,” said 
Kathya slightly amazed. “They have everything they 
really need.”  

It certainly seemed true to me as I took another 
sip.  They really do have all that matters in life here: 
the sun, a beer and a boat to drink them in. 
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The Portable Atheist (2007) by Christopher Hitchens

When Christopher Hitchens died last year I read a couple of commentaries and realized how big of a deal he was. I had 
heard of his books and had been intending to read them at some point, so at last I picked up The Portable Atheist. It was very 

different than I imagined because it’s not really written by Hitchens. It’s a collection of essays and selections from famous 
philosophers and writers throughout history with brief introductions by Hitchens. It was still very illuminating and gave a 

broad context and variety of perspectives on the skepticism surrounding the existence of God. I was a religious ‘undecided’ 
until I read The Portable Atheist, and now I consider myself technically agnostic but in a practical sense, an atheist. I don’t 

believe that this book is going to convert anyone who has grown up their whole lives truly believing that God exists, but it 
does give perspective on the reasons why many people have become skeptics. Not all of the selections are as engaging as 

others, but skipping an essay that’s not as engaging is easy because none of them are integral for understanding the overall 
arguments of the book.

Andrew BoddySpargo, TEFL54

God is Not Great (2007) by Christopher Hitchens 

God is Not Great is a book that, when I first saw the title, I was instinctively against. It seemed to me an unnecessarily 
inflammatory title and one that belied an unreasonableness and condescension that immediately turned me off. After 
reading The Portable Atheist, however, I was more interested in giving it a try, and then a German volunteer recom-
mended it and pressed it into my hands. Once I started reading it I realized that the contents of the book are much 
less radical than the title suggests. Certainly it portrays religion in a very unflattering light and points out the myriad of 
hypocrisies, contradictions, and flat-out atrocities committed in its name, but as a whole Hitchens’ thesis is much less 
in-your-face. He believes that people should be free to believe or practice whatever religion or belief that they wish, as 
long as they don’t try to impose it on anyone else or restrict the freedoms of anyone else. This seems reasonable, but 
Hitchens then takes it to its logical conclusion and points out that most religions throughout history have not been con-
tent to mind their own business. After all, claiming ultimate truth and divine revelation has a tendency to make anyone 
a bit unwilling to respect others’ claims to human rights. His writing is superb and his arguments very sound. The wit, 
sarcasm, and merciless exposing of religion’s least savory details is riveting, and, all things considered, eminently reason-
able, which is the whole idea of course. Hitchens has convinced at least one more reader that reason, not supernatural 
explanations without evidence, should be modern humanity’s guiding light.
Andrew BoddySpargo, TEFL54

Poor Economics (2011) by Abhijit V. Banerjee and Esther Duflo

This book proposes that the opposite of idealism is not pessimism, but that empiricism is the opposite of both. Pes-
simism is, like idealism, based on assumed outcomes and a willful ignorance of reality. Empiricism, on the other hand, is 
based on experimentation, measurement, and results-based strategies. By turning this powerful perspective on many of 
the world's developmental problems the authors shed light on the inner workings and incentives present in the lives of 
poor people. They deal with how developing countries can improve health, nutritional, educational, business, and politi-
cal outcomes. This book surveys a broad swath of developmental economic theories and compares their explanations 
of the world to the results of on-the-ground research to find many counter-intuitive conclusions about microlending, 
food aid, and the prices of mosquito nets—to name a few. The whole book is extremely readable, clear, and gives the 
reader not just fascinating information about successful development strategies, but a whole new outlook on how we 
can design and measure those efforts. This is one of those books that makes the reader see the whole world in a new 
light, and is especially applicable to our work and lives as Peace Corps Volunteers.
Andrew BoddySpargo, TEFL54

10-word book review:
Infinite Jest (1996), by David Foster Wallace
Is^1 convoluted, QED
1 marvelous but^a
a see 1st word supra
(note the ^ denotes a footnote)
John Mulqueen, SBD53

10-word book review:
Love in the Time of Cholera (1985), by Gabriel 
García Márquez
For fictive forms of fidelity, Florentino’s folly 
fills “forever” fenomenally.
Marcus Degen, AG56

reviews
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Empty Americana: Rabbit Run (1960), by John Updike

As a self-described Jew Bu (raised Jewish, practicing Buddhist meditation), I usually enjoy reading modern fiction that shies away from a Christian bent 
(e.g, the legendary David Foster Wallace, Roth, and Bellow), but  after reading on Wikipedia that Steinbeck served as a major influence to D.F Wallace, I 

approached Updike, a devout Christian, with an open mind.  However, just after I took a class called Intro to the New 
Testament and read the entire New Testament, I came away unimpressed morally and uninspired spiritually. After tak-
ing this class and reading the entire New Testament in all its glory, I had the smug conclusion that Jesus may have been 
schizophrenic; and asked  how  can anyone take this seriously when the Gospels contradict themselves, and why did 
Jesus have to kill those poor  demon-possessed pigs? —couldn’t he just pull an exorcist on them?  Unfortunately I had 
the same level of contempt for the world of Rabbit, Run, which while beautifully written, presents 1950s Americana as 
amoral, bland, and uninspiring.  Possibly unintentionally, Updike makes mainline Christianity seem useless to anyone 
except Rabbit, the protagonist who uses it to justify his oafish behavior.  Updike does a fine job of presenting a close 
and tragic examination of his characters but then it’s hard to find a single character that you want to know as well 
you end up knowing.  Not only is there not a single character that I can identify with, the whole novel centers on the 
uninspiring and Id-driven Rabbit, a young athletic Homer Simpson, who doesn’t have any direction.  In the New Yorker, 
someone recently commented that you don’t have to relate to a character morally, because once you identify the 
character’s driving desire you will have become hooked by the novel.  Here lies the crux of this novel’s failure: Rabbit 
doesn’t have any overarching desire, real belief system or any other purpose in life.  To make matters worse he lacks 
any intellectual gravitas that, say, Salinger’s characters have, to make his drifting inspiring at all.  The most astounding 
thing of this book is that it ignores the hidden iceberg of the coming Cultural Revolution. It’s as Miles Davis said about 

Jazz: “It’s not where the notes are, it’s where they ain’t.”  It’s not what the story centers on but what it can’t imagine. Set during the apex of the era of the 
white heterosexual male without a BA, Rabbit moves between jobs with ease and his wife gets blamed for his infidelity.  The most awe inspiring thing is the 
myriad of ways this world will be overturned by the 60s and globalization. 
Gabe Goffman, HLS55

10-word book review:
The Story of Stuff (2010), by Annie Leonard
That Greenpeace lady is really intense, and if 
you’re not a hippy, you’ll think she’s insane.
Trinity Moher, SBD56

10-word book review:
Just Kids (2010), by Patti Smith 
Reassures us of the beautiful pain in nostalgia.
Marcus Degen, AG56

reviews

The Worldly Philosophers (1953) by Robert L. Heilbroner

If you like economic theory at all, you will LOVE this book. Even if it’s not really your thing, you will likely find 
it a fascinating read. It traces economic thought from Adam Smith through Marx and Keynes up to the 

mid-1950s and shows the context in which they were written as well as what previous ideas influenced 
them. The author treats all of economic theory as a long, diverse dialogue across centuries and continents 

about how humans organize resources to further their goals. It’s extremely accessible and reads like bike 
ride down a gentle hill. I’d likely place it in the top five nonfiction books I’ve read in the Peace Corps, along 

with Poor Economics (Abhijit V. Banerjee and Esther Duflo), The Social Animal (David Brooks), The Warmth 
of Other Suns (Isabel Wilkerson), and The Selfish Gene (Richard Dawkins).

Andrew BoddySpargo, TEFL54
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Interviews

» Jessa Bartley-Mat-
thews  
Kukra Hill, R.A.A.S.

Nickname: 
Nossa, like a call and response. 
“Yessa?” “Nossa!”
Favorite Nica Dicho: 
Dejar de comer pan para comer mi-
erda.
Number of Nicas kissed: 
One.
What did you miss most from home?  
Snow, blueberry pancakes, anonymity.
What did you do during your service? 
Taught kids to grow different kinds of 
vegetables, sweated, planted beans/
trees/yucca, sweated, taught ladies to 

make chocolate, played softball, and 
became an expert in scrubbing mold 
off of most surfaces.
Favorite Nica food or drink? 
Carne consumido en coco served with 
a glass of cold horchata.
Your PC Nicaragua theme song? 
I have TWO! Cherry oh Baby by Eric 
Donaldson and Un Beso by Aventura.
When were you at your most Nica? 
When I started bathing twice a day 
and wearing Avon perfume at all 
times. Present tense, people.
Favorite thing about your site?  
The people, the coconuts, the danc-
ing, the culture.
Best memory? 
Dancing in the Carnival parade to 
celebrate El Dia de la Autonomia in 
the RAAS.
Worst memory?  
Lying on the ground with a bloody face 
and a broken nose, and then turning 
into a mouth-breather because of the 
tampons they shoved up my nose dur-
ing my Panama medevac.
Most embarrassing moment? 
Walking around Catarina with a huge 
hole in the butt of my jeans.
How many times did you have to 
poop in a cup? 
Fewer than most.
Part of your body or health that will 
never be the same? 
My nose.
Best place to be vago? 
León!
Craziest bus story? 
Having four distinct buses break down 
between Managua and Kukra Hill, 
making the trip take over 17 hours. 
I remember leaving my fate in the 
hands of everyone else and falling 
asleep on a roadside pile of wood 
while we waited for the next bus to 
pass.

What you´ll miss the most? 
The ability to sit with friends, in si-
lence, and have that be totally normal.
Best care package item? 
Ziplock bags, freeze-dried berries.
Advice on dating a Nica? 
Have fun with it!
Break any PC rules? 
Maybe unintentionally.
Ever wanted to ET? 
Nah.
Would you do it all over again? 
I don’t think I’d start from scratch and 
do another two years on top of all 
this, but I think I made the best deci-
sion of my life deciding to come down 
here. So, yes?
Gained or lost weight? 
No change.
Biggest challenge? 
Building my house.
Advice to remaining volunteers? 
Never build your own house—every-
body in your community, even chil-
dren, knows more about local build-
ing than you do, and they will know 
exactly who to hire and how much 
to pay,etc. etc.... Leave the decisions 
to someone you trust, and don’t buy 
the cheapest materials because you’ll 
end up with a leaky roof and a moldy 
house.
Regrets? 
I wish I had visited more people’s 
sites—I would have loved to get a little 
taste of other peoples’ experiences.
Where we can find you in 10 years?  
Wherever somebody decides to give 
me a job. I bet it’ll be the coolest place 
ever.
Parting words? 
Big thanks to Bayardo and Felix for 
creating such a supportive atmo-
sphere within the Agriculture program 
from day one-- they made these two 
years possible. AGGIES 4 LYFE!  

Exit 
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» Jesse Bockweg
El Chapparral, Northern 
Chinandega

Favorite Nica Dicho: 
Me llega eso.
Number of Nicas kissed: 
Zero.
What did you miss most from home?  
Indoor plumbing, food.
Favorite Nica food or drink? 
Cuajada con tortilla fresca.
Favorite thing about your site?  
Swimming!
Part of your body or health that will 
never be the same? 
All of it, man this place erodes you.
Best place to be vago? 
La Laguna de Apoyo.
Craziest bus story? 
A woman having a fit and speaking in 
tongues because someone pushed her 
― at 5:30 in the morning.
Advice on dating a Nica?  
Don’t.
Break any PC rules? 
oos.
Ever wanted to ET? 
ofc.
Gained or lost weight? 
Lost a lot.
Advice to remaining volunteers? 
Be yourself, and fsck the people who 

don’t like it.  Don’t waste your time 
putting on a show.

» Nicole Hanson
Esteli, Esteli

Favorite Nica Dicho: 
Donde come uno, comen cinco. Donde 
comen cinco, comen diez. Donde 
comen diez como todo un ejército...
Number of Nicas kissed: 
3-5?
What did you miss most from home?  

Sushi. Real beer. My sister.
What did you do during your service?  
Ovens. Making of and eating food. 
Chicken vaccines. Much visiting of 
other volunteers. Traveling.
Favorite Nica food or drink? 
Pinolillo for the drink, de seguro. But 
nothing, pero nada, beats a hot, fresh 
corn tortilla with fresh cuajada. Eso es.
When were you at your most Nica? 
I become more Nica with every pass-
ing day....But I have had moments of 
being squished into a bus, holding 
someone else’s child, while someone 
else held my pan of cupcakes, and 
singing along to “She’s Got Betty Davis 
Eyes...”
Favorite thing about your site?  
My site in the campo: The view, the 
tranquility. The rosquillas. My urban 
site: The variety of food available and 
being able to taxi to my door.
Best memory? 
So many :). Vacation to the coast with 
Nathan. Watching my neighbor kids 
learn and their minds expand.
Worst memory?  
Hmmm. I had some black moments 
with some bad chisme in my site.
Part of your body or health that will 
never be the same?  
They did take a piece of my leg, those 
doctors....
Best place to be vago? 
The coast. León.
What you´ll miss the most?  
Can’t bring myself to leave yet, I’ll 
miss it all so.
Best care package item? 
Dark chocolate.
Advice on dating a Nica? 
Really, really, really insist on meeting 
the family, knowing the friends, mak-
ing sure the individual is trustworthy. 
People can be very sneaky.
Break any PC rules? 
Ha. :D How do you think a person 
makes it through 3 years in this coun-
try?
Ever wanted to ET? 
Of course.
Would you do it all over again? 
Of course.
Gained or lost weight? 
Gained AND lost weight, gracias a 
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Dios.
Advice to remaining volunteers? 
Be in your site. Much good comes 
from it.
Where we can find you in 10 years?  
In a bakery in Pueblo Nuevo?
Parting words? 
Ask me again next year :D

» Lexie Woodward
Casas Viejas, El Jícaro 

Favorite Nica Dicho: 
Eh, so sick of ‘em.
Number of Nicas kissed: 
Ugh.
What did you miss most from home? 
Freedoms like driving and having a 
drink bar side (as a female), spending 
holidays like Christmas and Thanksgiv-
ing with family and friends. 
What did you do during your service? 
Who cares, we all do great work.
Favorite Nica food or drink? 
Gallo pinto, fresco and coffee.
Your PC Nicaragua theme song? 
“Dynamite.”
When were you at your most Nica? 
When I’ve been “at my most Nica” I’ve 
thought to myself, “wow, this is very 
Nica;” however, now I can’t think of 
any of them. 

Favorite thing about your site? 
My family, and it’s beautiful. Also, how 
I could hole up in my casita with my 
dog and my family was cool with it. 
Not having cell phone service for the 
majority of the time was both incon-
venient/frustrating, and a nice thing. 
Best memory? 
Whenever I think of watching (and 
partaking in) other volunteers eating 
old, out-of-garbage, etc. food, it makes 
me smile. Ditto for not caring if their 
clothes are torn, way too small or big, 
etc. Basically the overall cheapness 
was funny (usually) and really pushed 
at times. Having my mom come. 
Worst memory? 
Friendship fallouts and realizing a Nica 
whom you thought was genuine and 
chill, wasn’t. Also, realizing again that 
a male you work well with treats fe-
males poorly. When, for the first time, 
I thought my family was just using me 
for money. 
Most embarrassing moment? 
Too many to recount. 
How many times did you have to 
poop in a cup? 
Comparatively, not that many. 
Part of your body or health that will 
never be the same? 
Skin and hair.
Best place to be vago? 
Granada, they all have their pros and 
cons.
Craziest bus story? 
This is the first time I’ve thought about 
the buses since being home.
What you´ll miss the most? 
My family and aspects of the volun-
teer lifestyle. Also, the job freedom 
and having super chill and caring/
trusting bosses. Meeting up with 
friends in Managua or other places. 
Best care package item? 
Letters and cards.
Advice on dating a Nica? 
Don’t.
Break any PC rules? 
Yeah.
Ever wanted to ET? 
During training, I wasn’t sure if I could, 
or wanted to, make it. 
Would you do it all over again? 
Maybe PC Response but not a full 

service. 
Gained or lost weight? 
Gained then lost after I got over toss-
ing excess food my family gave me. 
Biggest challenge? 
Spanish, isolation/loneliness. 
Advice to remaining volunteers? 
Don’t stress out or worry too much 
about work and make sure and travel 
as much as you can. Only hang out 
with Nicas who want to hang out with 
you because they like you. Get a dog. 
Regrets? 
I met some volunteers towards the 
end that I would have liked to have 
gotten to know better and I wish I had 
started standing up for myself earlier 
to men being inappropriate, or making 
me feel uncomfortable on buses. I 
would have regretted not bringing my 
Nica dog home. 
Where we can find you in 10 years? 
53rs’ reunion? Hopefully not living in 
a backyard casita at my cousin’s house 
and unemployed (current). 
Parting words? 
Thank you to the fellow volunteers 
that helped me survive through our 
service; I absolutely could not have 
done it without you. 

» Mary Miller
Vado Ancho, Chinandega

Nickname:   
Meme
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Favorite Nica Dicho: 
It’s a toss up between “como no” and 
“a saber.”
Number of Nicas kissed:  
My lips are sealed.
What did you miss most from home?   
My kitchen.
What did you do during your service?  
My main project was starting a com-
munity seed bank through SPA, but 
I also planted some gardens, made 
some soap, and played with the chil-
dren while trying to educate them on 
how to properly dispose of trash.  
Favorite Nica food or drink?  
Maduros: crudo, cocidos, o fritos.  Son 
deliciosos!
Your PC Nicaragua theme song?  
As much as I hate to admit this, but 
“Baby” by Justin Beiber will always 
bring me back to this time in my life.
When were you at your most Nica? 

 
My despedida—after two years I could 
finally embrace being Nica from head 
to toe in dress and actions.
Favorite thing about your site?  
The river running through it.
Best memory?  
It’s not a single memory, but I will miss 
waking up, going into my host family’s 
kitchen, grabbing a cup of coffee, and 
gossiping with my host mother while 
she made tortillas.  I really love those 

memories as a whole.  
Worst memory? 
Can’t think of a single one- even the 
memories that make me cringe were 
still worthwhile and I wouldn’t take 
them back. 
Most embarrassing moment?  
We’ll just say stomach issues and long 
bus trips don’t mix well.  
How many times did you have to 
poop in a cup?  
Too many to remember.
Part of your body or health that will 
never be the same? 
As most who have gone before 
me, my digestive system is forever 
changed for the worse.
Best place to be vago? 
León.
Craziest bus story? 
My counterpart and I were traveling to 
Selva Negra for a taller and the bus we

 were on from León to Matagalpa was 
pretty empty, so when a four piece 
Mariachi band got on, they decided to 
treat us to a mini-concert and started 
playing music as they walked up and 
down the aisles.  It was a crazy/awe-
some bus trip.
What you´ll miss the most?  
My host family.  And being within a 
four-hour trip (most of the time) to 
see my friends.

Best care package item? 
Baby wipes, hand sanitizer, and gra-
nola.
Advice on dating a Nica? 
Wish I could help you there, but can’t 
say I know.
Break any PC rules? 
My lips are sealed.
Ever wanted to ET? 
Nope.
Would you do it all over again? 
Absolutely.
Gained or lost weight? 
It all evened out in the end.
Biggest challenge? 
Staying patient with my work, my 
community, and myself.
Advice to remaining volunteers? 
Have fun—enjoy yourself in site, out 
of site, and never feel guilty for doing 
what you need to do to stay sane.
Regrets?  
Never made it to Rio San Juan.  Have 
to catch it on the return trip.
Where we can find you in 10 years?  
Who knows?  All I can hope is it’s 
someplace with cool people and cold 
beer.
Parting words? 
I’ll see you on the other side.

» Dave Francois 
San Nicolás, San Fernando, 
Nueva Segovia 
 
Nickname:  
Daybis, Daybis Crockett, Maizón (The 
Big Corn?)
Favorite Nica Dicho:  
“Ya viene Elver.”
Number of Nicas kissed:  
¡Ni una!
What did you miss most from home?   
My family, Italian food, driving, dark 
beer and not smelling like sweat/stale 
rain in the wet season.
What did you do during your service?   
Became a Jedi master of oven-
building, ate too many nacatamales, 
planted a bunch of veggies, drank 
copious amounts of coffee, vaccinated 
(and got kicked by) many cows, taught 
a lot of English, broke in a hammock 
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or two, hiked a lot, baked some goods, 
made some wine, irrigated gardens, 
got reacquainted with my friends Tol-
stoy and Dostoevsky, traveled up and 
down this beautiful country, raised 
some worms, made some compost, 
lost a kitten, laughed a lot and cried a 
little.
Favorite Nica food or drink?  
Give me a quesillo and a fresco de 
jamaica any day, and I'll be a happy 
man.
Your PC Nicaragua theme song?   
“Yo No Sé Mañana,” aka The AG53 
Anthem
When were you at your most Nica?  
Standing outside in just shorts and 
chinelas, waving a machete and 
threatening to kill and eat my neigh-
bor’s pig if she didn’t keep it out of my 
garden.
Favorite thing about your site?   
The lovely, lovely pine trees.
Best memory?  
The first day I woke up thinking in 
Spanish.
Worst memory?   
Heading up to site for the first time, 
with all my stuff, on an insanely 
packed bus and having to vomit out 
the back door.
Most embarrassing moment?   
Asking the mariachis in Matagalpa to 
play “Alfombra Campesina”, rather 
than “Alforja Campesina”... hilarity 
ensued.
How many times did you have to 
poop in a cup?   
Enough to get pretty good at it.
Part of your body or health that will 
never be the same?  
My tongue (rolling those R’s for two 
years will put biceps on your tongue).
Best place to be vago?  
Las Peñitas, the Somoto Canyon...or La 
Yunta in Ocotal is good in a pinch.
Craziest bus story?  
Two bolos having a drunken knife fight 
in the aisle.
What you´ll miss the most?   
The elevation/temperature change as 
you climb the mountains to Nueva Se-
govia, plus all the laid-back norteños 
who live up there.
Best care package item?  

A small “Charlie Brown” Christmas 
tree.
Advice on dating a Nica?  
“Regálame tus ojos.”
Break any PC rules?  
Bahahahaha.
Ever wanted to ET?  
Nah, just needed a vacation from time 
to time.
Would you do it all over again?  
I certainly plan on it, maybe some-
where in Asia after I retire?
Gained or lost weight?  
Lost 15 or so...but don’t tell my host 
mom!
Biggest challenge?  
Missing out on big family events back 
home (graduations, funerals, wed-
dings, etc.).
Advice to remaining volunteers?  
Just keep that sense of humor sharp. 
If you can find the funny in everything, 
you’ll be just fine.
Regrets?   
Wish I could’ve checked out the Costa 
Atlántica a bit more...maybe next 
time.
Where we can find you in 10 years?   
Keeping my Spanish muscles strong, 
researching and writing on environ-
mental and climatic issues in Latin 
America, and never going too long 
without a frosty Toña by the beach in 
León or a cup of strong coffee with mi 
gente in the Segovias.
Parting words? 
Dale pues.

» Jonathan Malac-
arne
El Jícaro, Nueva Segovia

Nicknames: 
Everyone likes to shorten my name to 
Jona... which is funny because that’s 
what my mom had planned to name 
me if I had been a girl.
Favorite Nica Dicho: 
La lucha sigue.
Number of Nicas kissed: 
Ninguna.
What did you miss most from home? 
Fall and Winter.
What did you do during your service? 
Tried to teach kids to start businesses 
and think for themselves. Asked 
questions about why youth don’t 
use sexual health services and how 
farmers can develop better business 
practices. Provided a source of 
laughter for everyone along my 
running route. Annoyed my bosses 
and fellow volunteers by trying to 
get them to apply impact studies and 
write reports on their projects. Made 
a bunch of trainees go PACA Tools 
speed-dating.
Favorite Nica food or drink? 
Flor de Jinotega coffee, sin duda.
Your PC Nicaragua theme song? 
"Segovia Mountain Ramblin" as 
performed by the Segovia Mountain 
Ramblers.
When were you at your most Nica? 
Milking cows in the hills at 4:30 AM.
Most embarrassing moment? 
Almost having to kiss an elderly Nica 
lady in my sitemate’s community bank 
group because my sitemate hadn’t 
clued me in on how the “compliment 
the person next to you” dinámica 
worked in advance. 
How many times did you have to 
poop in a cup? 
Enough to make it seem pretty 
normal....
Best place to be vago? 
The Jícaro Yacht Club.
Craziest bus story? 
I got on this bus and everyone was 
sitting in the dark, in silence, reading 
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The New York Times on their IPads 
and giving me bad looks because I had 
the audacity to carry a large backpack 
and wanted to pay with cash... wait, 
that was in DC... then I came back 
to Nicaragua and breathed a sigh of 
relief when— squeezed between two 
drunks as I was— I looked out the 
window to see someone lifting an 
entire living room set onto the bus 
roof.
What you´ll miss the most? 
Hard to say, probably all the me time 
and the slower pace.
Best care package item? 
Outside magazine and a French press.
Break any PC rules? 
Only in order to do my job.
Ever wanted to ET? 
Nope.
Would you do it all over again? 
Yup, call me when they open PC Cuba.
Gained or lost weight? 
Lost 20 and put 10 back on.
Biggest challenge? 
All the little challenges.
Regrets? 
Nah.
Where we can find you in 10 years? 

A saber... 
Parting words? 
If you can’t do something smart, do 
something right.

» Aleia Metzler
El Jicaral, León

Nickname: 
Alí, Lía, La yuca, la yuquita, la yuquita 
frita (when I´ve had too much sun)
Favorite Nica Dicho: 
A la orden.
Number of Nicas kissed: 
Ziparoo.
What did you miss most from home?  
The Olive Garden.
What did you do during your service?  
Play with kids, do some arts and 
crafts, taught some English and 
entrepreneurship too. 
Favorite Nica food or drink? 
Platanos maduros, jocote.
Your PC Nicaragua theme song?  
“Cuando Me Enamoro.”
When were you at your most Nica? 
Standing on a bus for 2 hours while a 
small child was asleep on my arm ties 
with eating a nice meal with my hands 
in Managua.
Favorite thing about your site?  
My peeps.
Best memory? 
Wow. Way too many. But they 
probably involved Mary Miller, Nga 
Trang, or Luis Hinojosa.
Worst memory?  
Getting a drive-by smack to the ass by 
a mototaxi. Jerk.
Most embarrassing moment?  
I dunno but I bet it was funny.
Part of your body or health that will 
never be the same?  
I drink the water sooooo, quiás my 
kidneys?
Best place to be vago? 
I think Kurt put it best when he 
said, "el Oeste es el Obeste." But 
Pearl Lagoon was friggen sweet for 
vacationing.
Craziest bus story? 
Some drunk started peeing in the 
back, not realizing there were cops 
on that particular bus. I’ve never seen 

someone being shoved out the back 
so fast. 
What you´ll miss the most?  
Friends, cheap transportation, yummy 
food, pretty green-ness, and my 
hammock spot. 
Best care package item? 
French press!
Advice on dating a Nica? 
Yea. Wait. No. 
Break any PC rules? 
Who would answer this question?
Ever wanted to ET? 
No, but I liked the movie. 
Would you do it all over again? 
Like a front flip in a Mortal Combat 
movie. 
Gained or lost weight? 
I’ve managed to lose wait and gain a 
stummy. Riddle me that! 
Biggest challenge? 
Spanish in the beginning, not getting 
pissed at piropos in the middle, and 
saying goodbye in the end. 
Advice to remaining volunteers? 
Smile, a lot. It’ll automatically confuse 
your brain into thinking it feels happy. 
It’s science. 
Regrets?  
No. Mistakes, yes. How else am I 
gonna learn?
Where we can find you in 10 years?  
In a van down by the river. 
Parting words? 
Do what makes you happy.
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» Nga Trang
Laguna de Perlas, R.A.A.S. 
and Malpaisillo, León

Nickname: 
NA-catamal
Favorite Nica/Kriol Dicho: 
“Uno can’t see dem babylon wit dem 
penda puro.”
Number of Nicas kissed: 
One Kriol.
What did you miss most from home?  
Being able to keep my feet clean.
What did you do during your service? 
EVERYTHING (I was a hybrid business/
agriculture volunteer).
Favorite Nica food or drink? 
Smoked Fish Rondon, Aji (coconut 
stewed baby clams with four 
dumplings), and I hate to admit but 
turtle meat is damn good, with soreil 
juice (flor de jamaica and ginger) to 
top it off.
Your PC Nicaragua theme song?  
Mr. Vegas’ “Bruk It Down,” Demarco’s 
“She Can’t Wait.”
When were you at your most Nica?  
When I started to hold babies and 
children in my lap for hours on the 
bus.
Favorite thing about your site?  
EVERYTHING.
Best memory? 
All of it.
Worst memory?  
None.
Most embarrassing moment?  
I can’t tell you. There’s only one 
person who knows and I’m taking it to 
the grave with me.
How many times did you have to 
poop in a cup?  
Five. Surprisingly low I know, since 
three of those times was for the 
medical COS process.
Part of your body or health that will 
never be the same? 
Too personal to say but definitely will 
never be the same ever.
Best place to be vago? 
EVERYWHERE.
Craziest bus story? 

That has to do with my most 
embarrassing moment.
What you´ll miss the most?  
EVERYTHING. Yes, even the heat, 
sweat, and crowded buses.
Best care package item? 
They were not the best, but they were 
the oddest: A Mongolian film and sea 
salt body scrub.
Advice on dating a Nica? 
EVERYONE should date one. It gives 
you a closer perspective of your 
community and helps with the 
integration. However, be careful with 
your heart and theirs. 
Break any PC rules? 
Yep.
Ever wanted to ET? 
Yep. Three times.
Would you do it all over again? 
ABSOLUTELY.
Gained or lost weight? 
I gained 15 lbs. at the most (woo-hoo), 
then lost 5 lbs. (boo). So in total I 
gained 10 lbs. — woo-hoo!
Biggest challenge? 
Thinking it would be easy.
Advice to remaining volunteers? 
Truly enjoy your service and try to be 
as present in the moment as possible. 
Two years end so fast and then you’re 
just left feeling that you want more 
time.
Regrets?  
Leaving a month before COS as 
MEDSEP.
Where we can find you in 10 years? 
Ten years is too long to plan out. But 
next to Steven Williams (SBD53) I 
imagine.
Parting words? 
Live in the moments and when you 
can’t, imagine what you would be 
doing in the U.S. instead (I bet it’s not 
as exciting).

» Lindsey Croasdale
Teotecacinte, Nueva Segovia

Nickname:
Linsy
Number of Nicas kissed:
1
What did you miss most from home? 

Live music.
What did you do during your service? 
Ate lots of tortillas with rice & beans.
Favorite Nica food or drink?
Butonetas.
Your PC Nicaragua theme song? 
“Yo No Sé Manana.”
When were you at your most Nica?
Whenever I was people gawking.
Favorite thing about your site? 
My host family.
Best memory?
Despedida.
Worst memory? 
Saying goodbye.
How many times did you have to 
poop in a cup? 
Too many.
Part of your body or health that will 
never be the same?
My belly.
Best place to be vago?
Other volunteers’ sites.
Craziest bus story?
I was on a bus and we crashed head-
on with a truck going up a mountain 
after crossing a bridge. Then the 
brakes of the bus didn’t work and 
we went flying backward toward 
the bridge.  A pick-up truck full of 
Christmas pigs crashed into us from 
behind and saved the bus from falling 
to its rocky, watery death below.
What you´ll miss the most?
My community, the staff, and NICA 53!
Best care package item?
Mix CD.
Advice on dating a Nica? 
It’s a beautiful country with beautiful 
people.
Break any PC rules?
Of course... not.
Ever wanted to ET?
No.
Would you do it all over again?
In a heartbeat.
Gained or lost weight?
Gained.
Biggest challenge?
Maintaining reasonable expectations 
and keeping self-motivated no matter 
what set-back.
Advice to remaining volunteers?
Don’t get discouraged! Visit every 
nook and cranny you possibly can 
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before you COS!
Regrets?
Cero.
Where we can find you in 10 years? 
On the beach. 
Parting words?
iQue les vaya bien!

» Nessia Berner
La Sidra, Matagalpa

Nickname: 
Nessi
Favorite Nica Creencia: 
If you have a fruit tree that refuses 
to give you fruit, just hang some corn 
cobs on it to shame it into producing.  
Everyone knows there’s nothing more 
embarrassing than going around with 
old corn cobs hanging off ya.
Number of Nicas kissed: 
One.
What did you miss most from home?  
Peaches!!!!
What did you do during your service?  
Lots of gardens and ovens... think 
daikon radishes, scallop squash and 
oven-baked chicken.  Mmmm....
Favorite Nica food or drink?
I love the Nica chicken soup - chayote, 
chilote, pipian, ayote, malanga and 
papas. 
Your PC Nicaragua theme song?  
“El Sonidito,” - Hechizeros Band.  You 
know, the beep song.
When were you at your most Nica? 
I turned and spit out a bone on the 
floor of a restaurant when my parents 
visited.  To say the least, they were not 
impressed.
Favorite thing about your site?  
Anything you need is there.  Ran out 
of garlic?  Walk an hour or so to where 
they’re harvesting it.  Need a table?  
Go talk to Don Nicolas across the river.   
Craving mangos?  Send some chiguines 
to sneak onto your neighbors property 
and shimmy up the mango trees for 
you.
Most embarrassing moment?  
I was cleaning up in front of my house 
as a crew from the electric company 
was doing some work nearby.  It was 
a little windy, and before you knew it, 

the wind lifted my skirt up while I was 
bent over.  I’ve never received such a 
long stream of whistles and piropos 
again.
How many times did you have to 
poop in a cup?  
Not including COS med, one.
Part of your body or health that will 
never be the same? 
So many more scars.  Nicaragua is an 
unfriendly place for clumsy people.
Best place to be vago? 
León!
What you´ll miss the most?  
Being able to send chiguines to do all 
of my errands. 
Break any PC rules? 
Maybe...
Would you do it all over again? 
Absolutely.
Gained or lost weight? 
I’m just taking a bit of Nicaragua home 
with me.

» John Mulqueen
Corinto, Chinandega

Nicknames: 
Juancito, John Efe Kennedy, John 
Bonnerchan (my neighbor
says that’s the name of the guy from 
Garfield), El Gran John
Favorite Nica Dicho: 
Watchoo hapi birt-day, John 
Bonnerchan.  My weird
friend is the only one who says that, 
and I don’t really know what it

means either.
What did you miss most from home?  
Some Nicas asked me this about
halfway through service and I went on 
a huge rant about customer service 
and how I can’t stand “fijese que…”, 
etc.  I took a deep breath after my 
tirade and everything was silent for a 
second.  “Oh…, we thought you were 
going to say your family or friends or 
something.”
What did you do during your service?  
What is this?  Another VRF? Next 
question.
Favorite Nica food or drink? 
The only thing that beats a carne 
asada with gallo pinto and some salty 
tajadas washed down by a melón 
fresco in a comically large purísima 
cup chilled by glacier sized ice chunks 
would be anything fried in the batter 
the fritanga on Corinto’s main street 
makes.  Rondon is pretty damn 
awesome too, elusive as it is.
Your PC Nicaragua theme song?  
God, I think I have to say Maná’s 
“Me Vale”, although I’m a little 
embarrassed to say so.  It reminds me 
of being sixteen and angsty but I love 
it.
When were you at your most Nica?  
I had to give pause when I crushed 
up jalapeño tortilla chips in a bolsa of 
gallo pinto, bit a hole in the corner and 
sucked away with sickening delight.
Favorite thing about your site?  
Well the obvious answer is the beach. 
But what good is a beach if there is 
no one to enjoy it with?  So I think 
I’d have to say being a focal point 
for Chinandegano volunteers, AKA 
volunteers living in the real Nicaragua.
Best memory? 
I remember getting invited by some 
Nica friends of mine to go out to 
the islands outside of my site for a 
little while.  At one point someone 
shouted that the tide was receding 
and we could find some clams.  We 
all got down on our knees and dug 
through the sand with our hands 
looking for clams.  There was nothing 
super special about it, it just made me 
happy.
Most embarrassing moment?  
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So one time I rode up to my favorite 
comedor and my bike was looking less 
than stellar.  I tossed it into the dirt 
and my friend at the comedor said 
to me, “ey, parece que tu baica [bici] 
require un ‘shower’, maje.”  Having 
become accustomed to the fact that 
Nicas use lots of English words just 
with a Nica accent (see the word 
“baica”), I assumed the word “shower” 
meant “shower” in English and he 
was commenting on how dirty my 
bike was.  It was a typical obscenely 
hot day in Corinto and I was a sweaty 
mess.  “Oh yeah,” I say to my friend, 
“it totally does.  I desperately need a 
shower too, I haven’t had one all day.”  
Turns out a “shower” in Corinto/Nica 
slang means a joint with a crack rock 
in it.  He meant that my bike looked 
“desanimado.”  Nothing a little crack 
joint can’t fix.  I didn’t hear about how 
it was time for my ‘shower’ for many 
months to come.
How many times did you have to 
poop in a cup?  
Rarely, outside of the last medical COS.  
I will say this though, it’s way easier 
with diarrhea than without.  Even still, 
by the end of my service I was like 
O-ren Ishii with a shotgun…surgical 
(take ten points if you get
the reference).
Craziest bus story? 
One time I was waiting in a miserable 
little micro on my way to the beach.  
The bus wasn’t full and the cobrador 
was kind enough to set the bus on 
broil for me.  While leaning out the 
window trying to breathe real air a 
friendly neighborhood bolo came 
out of the woodwork.  I assumed he 
mumbled something about asking me 
for money and I promptly wagged my 
finger at him.  He kept mumbling at 
me more aggressively and reached 
into his pants and pulled out a bottle
with a tube coming from it leading into 
his pants.  He groaned incoherently 
and threw out the contents of the 
bottle in my direction.
 It was filled with some frothy whitish 
liquid.  Luckily nothing got on me but I 
still have no clue what that was about.
Best care package item? 

Tear away Jeopardy! desk calendar.  
This lead to one of the most epic trivia 
battles I have ever experienced.
Advice on dating a Nica? 
Leave yourself an out.  Don’t tell them 
your real name.  Just kidding, never 
dated a Nica.
Ever wanted to ET?  
I made several large sweeping 
statements to that effect.  Luckily I 
never signed anything.
Advice to remaining volunteers?
Don’t listen to other people’s advice.  
A million volunteers will tell you what 
Nicaragua is, what Peace Corps is and 
what your role is.  All that is well and 
good but you really need to be the one 
to figure out who you are and what 
you can do in your site.  Part of Peace 
Corps is discovering yourself, so go do 
that and don’t wait for someone else 
to do it for you.
Regrets?   
I wish I had built something physical 
in my site that I could come back to in 
five or ten years and say, “that’s here 
because of me.”  It’s egotistical sure, 
but whatever.
Where we can find you in 10 years?   
10 years is too far out to have even 
an outline.  If I could tell you were 
I’d be in 10 years, I wouldn’t want to 
be there.  Within 5 years I hope to 
have my post-graduate degree and be 
working as (or on my way to be) an
econometrician on the East Coast.  
Hopefully I’ll have been back to
Nicaragua at least once by then.

» Austin Matte
La Concepción, Masaya

Nickname: 
Hombre Austin, Austin de la Cruz
Favorite Nica Dicho: 
Muerta la lora
Number of Nicas kissed: 
Not many.
What did you miss most from home?
Family, friends, internet access, 
snowboarding, convenience, driving a
car, and my drum kit.
What did you do during your service?

Spread the seeds of capitalism.
Favorite Nica food or drink?
Too many to choose from, but I'll have 
to go with sopa de albondiga.
Your PC Nicaragua theme song?
I wouldn't call them theme songs, but 
some of the one's I've been
hooked on over the last two years are 
“Salt” by Portgual. The Man, “12
Bellevue” by Kathleen Edwards, 
“Cancion Pequeña” by the Duo
Guardabarranco, “Eria Tarka” and 
“L'Via L'Viaquez”, both by The Mars
Volta.
When were you at your most Nica?
I tried growing out my thumbnail once.
Favorite thing about your site?
Its beautiful landscape and great 
location.
Best memory?
A friend of mine and I were coming 
back from the Diriamba hipica at
about 2 in the morning, but there was 
no transportation, so in order
to get a ride back to La Concha, we 
hopped on the back of a banana
truck that happened to be passing by.
Worst memory?
*See next question
Most embarrassing moment?
Midnight mud butt during training. I 
just couldn't get to the latrine
in time. I woke up the next morning to 
my host family trucking in
wheel barrows of dirt to cover up the 
mess that I thought I had taken
care of.
How many times did you have to 
poop in a cup?
Just during training and at my final 
medical check, so five.
Part of your body or health that will 
never be the same?
I may have type II diabetes from all the 
refrescos.
Best place to be vago?
Matagalpa or León. Sorry Luis, but 
we'll put La Gran Sultana at a
close number three.
Craziest bus story?
It's not that crazy, but riding on top of 
a bus up north was fun.
What you´ll miss the most?
Rainy season under a tin roof. The 
avocado and orange trees just
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Entrance 
    Interviews

gardens and cooking classes. 
Biggest Spanish Mistake:  
Pero, perro, and perra (darn you rolled 
r’s and you feminine and masculine 
nouns). 
Funny Anecdotes from Training? 
Too many to count. 
Greatest Challenge?  
I predict being way too hard on myself 
and starting out with unreasonably 
high goals. 
What were you doing before PC?  
I worked at Merck Forest and 
Farmland Center in Vermont (don’t 
worry, not too many people have 
heard of it). Before that it was two 
knee surgeries to get medically cleared 
and while doing physical therapy 
I completed one semester of TEFL 
certification.

» Lauren Barrette  
Los Alamitos, CA 

Before the Peace Corps I was doing 
a lot of seasonal jobs while I waited 
for my departure. I tutored kids, I 
did educational tours at a farm, and I 
was a business manager at a Spanish 
immersion summer camp.  

» Tracy Borden
West Chester, Pennsylvania

Biggest Spanish mistake?  
¨¡Vamos a orinar en el horno!¨  
First impressions of Nicaragua?  
What a beautiful place with beautiful 
people.   
Favorite Nica food so far?  
Maduros all the way...and the 
delicious, fresh fruit. Yum.

» Meghan Fahey  
Middlebury, Vermont 

Favorite Nica food so far?  
My host sister makes the best 
scrambled eggs with spinach and I 
also love the glass of oatmeal in the 
mornings. 
What do you miss the most?  
My Shiba-Inu dog, Sage. She’s like a 
husky you stick in the dryer and shrink, 
but she’s got great face markings that 
make it look like she understands 
everything. She’s my running buddy. 
Thinking about dating a Nica?  
No, but my US parents think I will…. 
Most Surprising Thing So Far?  
The trash on the ground everywhere 
followed by burning the trash. Not a 
smell you get used to overnight. 
First Impressions of Nicaragua:  
Nicaragua has some of the most 
welcoming and heart-warming people 
I have ever met (especially after the 
2AM wake-up call sleep deprivation to 
get into the country). 
Never Thought I Would:  
Sell friendship bracelets as an example 
of a small business and to pay for 
baking ingredients. 
Hope to Accomplish:  
Anything I can, hopefully lots of 

outside my house will also be greatly 
missed.
Best care package item?
Family pictures.
Advice on dating a Nica?
Being with an American can be viewed 
by locals as a sign of social
status, so keep that in mind.
Break any PC rules?
I plead the fifth.
Ever wanted to ET?
Never crossed my mind.
Would you do it all over again?
Absolutely, don't regret it one bit.
Gained or lost weight?
Broke even.
Biggest challenge?
Maintaining my patience.
Advice to remaining volunteers?
Mold your service around what you 
want to be doing when you get out;
if you want to be a teacher, teach as 
much as possible, if you want to
work in finance, get involved with 
some microfinance institutions. We
are given so much freedom in what we 
do with our service, we can find
ways to make contributions to our 
communities, and also deepen our 
own knowledge about activities that 
we are interested in.
Regrets?
None.
Where can we find you in 10 years?
Where can we find me in one year?
Parting words?
A reiteration of what Ms. Starrat, a 
literature teacher of mine in
high school, would always say, “Life 
sucks, and then you die.”
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What do you miss most from home?   
My family and food variety. 
Favorite Nica food so far?  
Pupusas…they are Salvadoran but are 
sold here in Masatepe. 

» Elvira Camargo 
San Antonio, Texas 
 
What were you doing before you 
joined Peace Corps? 
Worked as Staff Auditor for banks and 
construction companies. 
What do you anticipate to be your 
greatest challenge? 
Dealing with high school kids. 
Funny anecdotes from training? 
Getting chased by bull during El Tope 
in Masatepe. 
Biggest Spanish mistake? 
Saying chido vs. tuani. 
What do you hope to accomplish in 
your service? 
Serve as a life-long mentor to 
youth through classes and personal 
relationships. 
What is something you have done in 
Nicaragua that you never thought you 
would do? 
Eat odd chicken bits without knowing 
about it. 
First impressions of Nicaragua? 
A lot like Mexico at first site 
What surprised you most about 
Nicaragua? 
That they like rancheras a lot. 
Consider dating a Nicaraguan? 
No. 
What do you miss most from home? 
Air conditioning. 
Favorite Nica food so far? 
Nacatamales.

I anticipate my greatest challenge 
will be redefining what it means to be 
successful. I know that things won’t 
happen as quickly as I would like.  
I’d say one of my favorite moments 
from training was the day of the tope 
(dragging an angry bull through town) 
in Masatepe. Evan’s family told us that 
the view was “mas divertido” from the 
church steps. What he really meant 
was that it is more exciting when the 
bull charges at you while you are on 
the church steps. I’ll never forget 
Courtney screaming, “I do not like this! 
I do not like this one bit!”  
I know I make mistakes in Spanish all 
the time but I can’t seem to pinpoint 
a specific instance; I'm probably 
unaware of the embarrassing mistakes 
that take place daily.   
I almost don’t want to set 
expectations for what I will accomplish 
in service because there is no way 
to know what will happen. I don't 
even know where my site will be as 
I write this! But I do really hope to 
have genuinely helped at least a few 
determined Nicaraguans improve their 
life and the lives of their children.  
I never thought I would complain 
about paying $1.50 for a beer.  
My first impression was the streets 
of Managua and that was a little bit 
overwhelming, haha. But as I have 
more time to spend in my training 
town and to see different places I 
am beginning to appreciate all the 
beautiful things here.  
It surprised me how few people have 
actually traveled in their own country. 
I remember my host mom saying that 
Leon was sooooooo far to visit and 
that Nicaragua is a very big country. 
Considering that Nicaragua is like the 
size of Massachusetts, I thought more 
Nicas would have at least seen the 
beauty in their own country, but many 
have not.  
So far I have not been at all interested 
in dating a Nicaraguan, but I cannot 
tell you what I will think 1-2 years from 
now. 
Of the US: I miss the food most!! I 
miss eating different kinds of food 

every day of the week!! 
I love the refrescos here. My host 
mom uses pure fruit/vegetable juice in 
her refrescos. There is nothing better 
than fresh refrescos over ice on a hot 
day! 

» Courtney Sedgwick 
Wisconsin 

What were you doing before you 
joined Peace Corps?  
Recently graduated from college.  
What do you anticipate to be your 
greatest challenge?  
Being away from family for two years. 
Funny anecdotes from training?   
My host mom manhandling my thighs, 
while calling me a "gordita sexy" …
awkward.... 
Biggest Spanish mistake?  
Saying catologo instead of catálogo in 
class. 
What do you hope to accomplish in 
your service?   
Looking forward to gaining experience 
working with NGOs. 
What is something you have done in 
Nicaragua that you never thought you 
would do?   
Get upset when I have to pay US$2 on 
a full meal. 
First impressions of Nicaragua?   
Hot! 
What surprised you most about 
Nicaragua?   
Accents and how things are said. 
Consider dating a Nicaraguan?  
No. 
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fin.
you should write 
something for the

next issue.


